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ABSTRACT 
Conventional solid-state photonic devices exhibit an ultra-high optical performance and 
durability, but minimal adaptability. Recently, optical fluid-based photonic and display devices 
are emerging. By dynamically manipulating the optical interface formed by liquids, the optical 
output can be reconfigured or adaptively tuned in real time. Such devices exhibit some unique 
characteristics that are not achievable in conventional solid-state photonic devices. Therefore, 
they open a gateway for new applications, such as image and signal processing, optical 
communication, sensing, and lab-on-a-chip, etc. Different operation principles of optical fluid-
based photonic devices have been proposed, for instance fluidic pressure, electrochemistry, 
thermal effect, environmentally adaptive hydrogel, electro-wetting and dielectrophoresis.  
In this dissertation, several novel optical fluid-based photonic and display devices are 
demonstrated. Their working principles are described and electro-optic properties investigated. 
The first part involves photonic devices based on fluidic pressure. Here, we present a 
membrane-encapsulated liquid lens actuated by a photo-activated polymer. This approach paves 
a way to achieve non-mechanical driving and easy integration with other photonic devices. Next, 
we develop a mechanical-wetting lens for visible and short-wavelength infrared applications. 
Such a device concept can be extended to longer wavelength if proper liquids are employed. 
In the second part, we reveal some new photonic and display devices based on 
dielectrophoretic effects. We conceive a dielectric liquid microlens with well-shaped electrode 
for fixing the droplet position and lowering the operating voltage. To widen the dynamic range, 
we demonstrate an approach to enable focus tuning from negative to positive or vice versa in a 
single dielectric lens without any moving part. The possibility of fabricating microlens arrays 
 iv 
with different aperture and density using a simple method is also proposed. Furthermore, the 
fundamental electro-optic characteristics of dielectric liquid droplets are studied from the aspects 
of operating voltage, frequency and droplet size. In addition to dielectric liquid lenses, we also 
demonstrate some new optical switches based on dielectrophoretic effect, e.g., optical switch 
based on voltage-stretchable liquid crystal droplet, variable aperture or position-shifting droplet. 
These devices work well in the visible and near infrared spectral ranges. We also extend this 
approach to display and show a polarizer-free and color filter-free display. Simple fabrication, 
low power consumption, polarization independence, relatively low operating voltage as well as 
reasonably fast switching time are their key features. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION TO OPTICAL FLUID-BASED 
PHOTONIC AND DISPLAY DEVICES 
1.1 Background 
Conventional solid-state photonic devices have ultra-high optical performance and 
durability, but minimal adaptability. Recently, there has been intense interest in photonic devices 
based on optical fluids, including adaptive-focus lenses, beam steers, tunable irises, optical 
switches and displays. With optical interfaces formed by liquids, such devices exhibit unique 
properties, which are not achievable in conventional solid-state photonic devices. By 
manipulating the optical interface dynamically, the optical output can be reconfigured or 
adaptively tuned in real time. In addition, liquid surface (or liquid-liquid interface) is intrinsically 
smooth because of the minimum interfacial energy, and thus polishing is not required. Compared 
to photonic devices with an optical surface formed by one liquid, those with a liquid-liquid 
optical interface have additional advantages. They are insensitive to vibrations if the two liquids 
are matched in density. Moreover, they are easy for packing and integration with solid-state 
photonic devices, microanalysis and lab-on-a-chip systems. Since the employed liquids are 
usually isotropic, these optical fluid-based photonic and display devices are polarization 
insensitive and broadband. 
Different operation principles of optical fluid-based photonic devices have been proposed, 
e.g., fluidic pressure [1-10], electrochemistry [11], thermal effect [12,13], environmentally 
adaptive hydrogel [14-16], electro-wetting [17-24] and dielectrophoresis (DEP) [25-38]. 
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The main limitation of the optical fluid-based photonic devices is the choice of liquids. 
The highest refractive index of liquid is~1.75, which is much lower than that of solids. Besides, 
they have limited transparency in the infrared (IR) range, especially in the 3-5 m and 8-12 m, 
therefore, they are mostly used in the visible region. To optimize the device performances from 
material aspects, there are some criteria to choose the fluids, especially when two liquids are 
employed in the devices. For example, these two fluids should be immiscible with each other, 
non-toxic, stable and optically transparent for imaging applications. Other properties, such as 
refractive index, relative permittivity (dielectric constant) and surface tension, should also be 
taken into account for different operation principles. 
1.2 Literature Review of Optical Fluid-based Photonic and Display Devices 
A conventional lens is made of glass, polymer or other solid material and has a fixed 
focus due to the rigid surface profile. In order to change focal length, at least two solid lenses 
should be integrated into a system with adjustable distance along the optical axis between two 
lenses. Such a zoom lens system has high resolution and small aberration but is usually bulky 
and heavy. Therefore, a single lens with adaptive focal length is highly desirable for applications 
such as zoom lens, image processing, and portable electronic devices [3,7,21,26,39-44]. Several 
adaptive lenses have been developed, and can be roughly categorized into two groups: liquid 
crystal (LC) lenses [45-53] and liquid lenses [4,8,11,14-16,26,28,32,36,39,51,54-57]. 
The concept of LC lens was first proposed in 1977 [45]. Nematic liquid crystals are rod-
like molecules. When aligned in a homogeneous cell, their long axes are approximately parallel 
to each other. This averaged alignment direction is called LC director. Due to dielectric and 
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optical anisotropies, the LC directors can be reoriented by an external electric field, which 
induces phase retardation or phase change of the incident light. Gradient phase change induced 
by an inhomogeneous electric field forms the foundation for the adaptive LC lenses. Several 
approaches to fabricate LC lenses have been demonstrated, such as surface relief LC layer [46], 
modal addressing [47], line- or hole-patterned electrodes [48], polymer-stabilized LC networks 
[49], curved and flat electrodes [50-53]. The focal length of an LC lens is related to lens radius 
(r), refractive index difference between center and boarder of the lens (n), and LC layer 
thickness (d) as )2/(~ 2 ndrf  [50]. To obtain a short focal length, we could increase nd  or 
reduce the lens aperture. Most of high birefringence LCs have n~0.4 [58]. Scientists present 
some ultra-high n (>0.6) LCs, but the large viscosity will lead to a slow response time [59]. On 
the other hand, increasing the LC layer thickness will also induce such effect. Moreover, the 
phase profile of a simple LC lens is not so spherical that its resolution and image quality are 
limited. Therefore, LC lens is more suitable for applications of small aperture lenses. Most LC 
lenses are polarization dependent, which can be solved by stacking two devices in orthogonal 
directions. 
Adaptive-focus liquid lenses are based on physical adjustment of the lens shape. 
Compared to an LC lens, the adaptive-focus liquid lens exhibits some attractive features, such as 
polarization independence, large aperture size, and strong focusing power.  
In a typical membrane-encapsulated liquid lens activated by fluidic pressure, as Figure 
1.1 shows, one surface of the lens is made of elastic membrane, which acts as a deformable 
surface; its focal length is tuned by pumping liquid in or out of the lens chamber which, in turn, 
changes the surface profile of the liquid lens. The focal length ranges from several hundreds of 
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microns to infinity in both positive and negative focal length [2]. For such type of lenses, the 
operation mechanism is simple but a fluid pumping system is needed [1-3,5-7], which is not so 
convenient for portable devices. In 2007, Ren et al proposed a revised lens structure for a liquid 
lens without a pumping system [4]. The device structure is shown in Figure 1.2. A liquid of a 
fixed volume is sandwiched between two slabs which are sealed with glue. Each slab has a hole 
and the two holes are sealed with Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membranes. Without an 
external force, the membrane of the lens cell is in a flat and non-focusing state. When an external 
pressure is applied to deform the outer elastic membrane, the liquid in the chamber is 
redistributed, causing the inner elastic membrane to swell outward and forming a plano-convex 
lens. However, membrane-encapsulated liquid lens experiences the gravity effect in vertical 
placement, which may cause an asymmetric shape and degrade the image performances. Besides, 
making high quality PDMS membrane and uniformly installing it on the lens frame are also 
challenging. All these factors limit their optical performances. 
 
Figure 1.1: Membrane-encapsulated liquid lens based on fluidic pressure. 
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Figure 1.2: Structure of the lens: (a) Top substrate, (b) Bottom substrate, and the (c) Non-focusing state 
and (d) Focusing state. 
In 2009, Oku et al demonstrated a Dynamorph Lens using a liquid-liquid interface 
between two immiscible liquids with a pinned contact line as a variable refractive surface [54]. 
The curvature of the interface is changed by liquid pressure through a piezostack actuator via a 
built-in hydraulic amplifier, as shown in Figure 1.3(a). The lower chamber is equipped with a 
deformable membrane that a piezostack actuator thrusts to change the chamber volume. When 
the piezostack actuator extends, the lower chamber volume decreases, and the surplus liquid 
volume presses the interface to change from a convex shape to a concave shape, as shown in 
Figure 1.3(b)-(d). Such a liquid lens is reported to have a step response time of 2 ms, a refractive 
power range of 52 D, and a root-mean-square (rms) wavefront error of 80.3 nm.  
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Figure 1.3: (a) The prototype of a Dynamorph Lens and (b)-(d) The cross-section views of the lens and its 
focusing mechanism. 
In 2006, Dong et al demonstrated a liquid lens based on environmentally adaptive 
hydrogel, which can be stimulated by temperature or pH value change [14]. The lens consists of 
a stimuli-responsive hydrogel ring placed within a microfluidic channel system, and sandwiched 
between a glass plate and an aperture slip, as Figure 1.4(a) shows. The core part of this design is 
the temperature-sensitive N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm) hydrogel that expands at low 
temperatures and contracts at high temperatures, with a volume transition temperature of 
approximately 32ºC. At low temperatures, the liquid meniscus grows, because the physical 
volume increase of the hydrogel upon expansion is larger than the volume of water absorbed by 
the hydrogel ring; at high temperatures, the liquid meniscus retreats because the water released 
by hydrogel is unable to compensate for the decrease in physical volume of the hydrogel ring. 
The net volume change causes a change in the pressure difference across the water-oil interface, 
which directly determines the geometry of the liquid meniscus, as shown in Figure 1.4(b) - 
Figure 1.4(f). Its focal length changes from several millimeters to infinity in both positive and 
negative regimes as the temperature varies, and the response time is ~ 20-25 seconds. If the ring 
is made by pH-sensitive acrylic acid (AA) hydrogel, then the lens will be stimulated by pH value 
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change, as shown in Figure 1.5(a). The AA hydrogel expands in basic solutions and contracts in 
acidic solutions with a volume transition point at pH 5.5. The volume of the hydrogel ring is 
regulated by exposing its outside periphery to various pH buffers flowing through the 
microchannel (Figure 1.5(b) and (c)). As the buffer solution’s pH value increases, the hydrogel 
expands, the meniscus bulges upward, and the focal length of the microlens decreases (Figure 
1.5(d) and (e)). The response time is ~12 seconds. 
 
Figure 1.4: Adaptive-focus lens based on stimuli-responsive hydrogel. (a) Lens structure, (b) Variable 
focus mechanism, (c)-(e) The shape of the liquid lens varies with temperatures. 
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Figure 1.5: A pH-sensitive liquid microlens using AA hydrogel. (a) Lens structure, (b)-(c) The volume of 
the hydrogel ring expands at basic solution, (d)-(e) Focal length and lens shape change with the pH value. 
In 2008, Grilli et al demonstrated a liquid microlens array based on the electric field 
activation of periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) by the pyroelectric effect [13]. The 
PPLN sample is fabricated by electric field poling process [60,61], as Figure 1.6(a) shows. A 
thin liquid film (~200µm thick) is spread on a PPLN crystal substrate. The lack of inversion 
symmetry in lithium niobate (LN) induces the pyroelectricity. The change of the polarization 
occurring with temperature variation causes a lack or excess of surface screening charge, as 
Figure 1.6(b) shows. Consequently, an electrostatic state appears and generates a high electric 
field at the crystal surface [62]. The lens-like array topography exhibited by the oil film results 
from the equilibrium condition between surface tensions and electric forces related to the charge 
redistribution on the PPLN substrate. Therefore, the topography variation builds up a liquid 
microlens array activated by the temperature gradients on the LN surface [63]. Figure 1.6(c) and 
(d) depict the optical microscope image of the oil coated sample during heating and cooling 
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process, and Figure 1.6(e) and (f) show the focusing capability of the microlenses. Such a lens 
has an electrode-less and circuit-less configuration, which enables higher degree of integration 
compared to conventional devices equipped with metal electrodes. But the gravity effect and the 
sealing method are still a technical challenge. 
 
Figure 1.6: (a) Optical microscope image of a PPLN sample with a square array of reversed domains, the 
period of the structures is ~ 200 μm, (b) Charge redistribution at heating (top) and cooling (bottom) 
process , (c) The oil coated sample under heating and (d) cooling process, and image observed through (e) 
the region outside the lens and (f) the up-right microlens. 
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In 2005, Lopez et al demonstrated an electrochemically activated adaptive liquid lens 
utilizing a redox surfactant (FTMA) solution as the lens medium [11]. The adaptive liquid lens 
consists of two capillary surfaces, as shown in Figure 1.7(a). Applying a voltage difference 
across the lens produces a reversible reduction-oxidation process that modifies the surface 
activity of the surfactant, which increases during oxidation occurs and decreases during 
reduction, with a magnitude of ~8dyn/cm. Therefore, the surface tension change on one capillary 
surface relative to the other will induce a curvature change in the capillary surfaces, leading to a 
liquid redistribution and a focal length change, as shown in Figure 1.7(b) And Figure 1.7(c), such 
a process is reversible, as shown in Figure 1.7(d). In this millimeter-scale lens, the focal length 
could be tuned between 0.5 mm and infinity depending on the volume. The operating voltage is 
low, but the switching takes several minutes to finish one cycle (defocusing to focusing to 
defocusing again). 
 
Figure 1.7: (a) Schematic of the liquid lens showing the electrode embedded at each contact circle, (b) t=0, 
V= -1.3volts is applied to the top capillary surface of the lens, (c) t=3min, light is focused, and at t=5min, 
V= 1.3volts is applied to the top capillary surface of the lens and (d) t=8min, light is defocused.  
When an electrically conductive liquid drop falls on a solid surface and has a contact 
angle on the surface, the contact angle (or the wetting effect) can be tuned if a suitable voltage is 
applied across the liquid and a counter-electrode underneath the solid surface. Such 
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electrowetting phenomenon was first studied by Lippmann [64] and Frumkin [65]. In early 1990s, 
Berge introduced a thin insulating layer to separate the conductive liquid from the metallic 
electrode in order to eliminate the electrolysis problem [18]. This concept is known as 
electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD), which has become a popular mechanism for manipulating 
liquid surface. Applications range from adaptive-focus lenses to prisms, optical attenuators, and 
electronic displays.  
Figure 1.8(a) depicts the side-view of an electrowetting lens [39]. A conductive liquid 
forms a droplet on the bottom surface of the cylinder and an insulating liquid fills in the 
surrounding area. The inside of the cylinder is coated with a hydrophobic insulator. The initial 
contact angle θ0 of the droplet on the insulator is determined by the interfacial surface tension 
among the liquids and wall, as expressed by Eq. (1.1): 
ci
wcwi




0cos  (1.1) 
where γwi is the interfacial tension between the wall and the insulating liquid, γwc between the 
wall and the conducting liquid, and γci between the two liquids. When a voltage is applied, the 
dielectric layer functions as a charged capacitor (Figure 1.8(b)), the effective interfacial tension 
between the conductive droplet and insulator decreases, leading to a decreased contact angle θv, 
as expressed by Eq.(1.2):  
2
0
2
coscos V
d fci
v


   (1.2) 
where ε and df is the dielectric constant and insulating layer thickness, respectively, and V is the 
applied voltage. Therefore, the focal length can be varied by the voltage (Figure 1.8(c)-(e)). 
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Removing the voltage discharges this insulator layer and the droplet returns to its original state. 
For a 3-mm-diameter lens, the focal length can be tuned from 20mm to -10mm.  
 
Figure 1.8: Electro-wetting lens (a) Lens structure at V off, (b) Lens shape change at V on, (c)-(e) Tuning 
states of the lens at different operating voltages. 
Since the contract angle between the droplet and sidewalls (insulator layer) changes with 
voltage, if each sidewall has an independent voltage source, then the contact angle on the 
sidewall can be individually modulated. Based on this idea, electrowetting microprisms (EMPs) 
have been demonstrated [21]. The device structure is shown in Figure 1.9(a); each Si sidewall is 
equipped with an independent DC voltage source, and an electrically grounded Ni-Ti wire is 
inserted in the channel liquid. When the contact angles on the left (θVL) and right (θVR) sidewalls 
satisfy θVR+θVL=180º, a straight-line meniscus from sidewall to sidewall can be obtained. Figure 
1.9(b)-(e) show the steering angle change of the EMPs at various voltages. Continuous beam 
steering through an angle of 14º (±7º) has been demonstrated with a liquid index of n=1.359.  
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Figure 1.9: (a) The structure of the channel for EMPs, and (b)-(e) EMPs at various voltages.  
The liquids in the electrowetting lens and microprism are transparent and work as a 
refractive optical surface. Electrowetting devices adopting a transparent liquid and a non-
transparent liquid, e.g., optical switch and electronic display have also been demonstrated. Figure 
1.10 shows the side-view structure of an electrowetting-driven optical switch with tunable 
aperture. At V=0, light is absorbed by the non-transparent oil film (dye-doped oil film), as shown 
in Figure 1.10(a). Under an electric field, the liquid-liquid interface is bent downwards due to the 
contact angle change. When it touches the bottom substrate, the dye-doped oil film is replaced by 
a water drop, opening an aperture for the beam to pass through (Figure 1.10(b)). Its diameter can 
be tuned between 0.2 and 1.2 mm by varying the driving voltage or frequency. At 50Vrms, the 
rise and decay time is measured to be ~ 2 and 120 ms, respectively.  
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Figure 1.10: Elctrowetting driven optical switch based on variable aperture at (a) V-off state and (b) V-on 
state. 
 
Figure 1.11: Elctrowetting display of (a) colored voltage-off state, and (b) transparent voltage-on state. 
A video-speed electronic paper based on electrowetting has been demonstrated by Hayes 
et al in 2003. Figure 1.11 shows the structure and working principle [19]. At voltage-off state, 
the colored oil film is spread continuously on the insulator layer, due to the dominance of 
interfacial over gravitational forces in small systems (2mm). When a voltage is applied between 
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the substrate electrode and the water, to rebalance the interfacial energies the water moves into 
contact with the insulator and the colored oil is displaced, leading to a transparent state. At 20V, 
~70% of the white substrate was exposed, and the reflectivity was measured to be ~35% and 
contrast ratio 15:1. Its reflectivity R and contrast ratio are comparable to that of electrophoretic 
displays (R <40% and contrast ratio ~11:1), and are approaching to those of paper (R < 60% and 
contrast ratio ~15:1). The on and off response time are close to 10ms. 
Several electrowetting devices have been commercialized or close to commercial 
realizations. Nevertheless, there are several technical challenges that still need to be addressed 
before most electrowetting devices can be translated from laboratory prototypes to commercial 
products. An important limitation is the contact angle saturation at high voltages [66]; which is 
still not well understood at this stage. Electrolysis, Joule heating and microbubbles are often 
generated in the electrowetting devices, which are due to the transportation of the free electric 
charges and the alternating electric fields [39]. These can be minimized by introducing an 
insulating layer on the electrodes, but the operating voltage will be increased [67]. Furthermore, 
high saturated vapor pressure of the conductive liquid (e.g., salty water) requires expensive 
hermetic packaging (i.e., metal-glass packing) for long term operation [25]. 
Dielectrophoresis (DEP) is defined as the translational motion of neutral matter caused by 
polarization effects in a nonuniform electric field [68]. The force resulting from the polarization 
of the dielectric material is called dielectric force or Kelvin polarization. For a single particle, if 
treated as an individual dipole, the force can be approximated as [69]:  
EpFd

  (1.3) 
where p is the dipole moment. For a bulky object, the Kelvin polarization force can be calculated 
by means of the polarization bulk force. From a microscopic view, the infinitesimal dipoles in an 
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electric field experience a force that they pass on to the bulky object as a whole. Given the 
macroscopic polarization P, the Kelvin polarization force density is obtained [70] 
EPf KP

  (1.4) 
Given the polarization of a linear dielectric material with a susceptibility χe 
EEP re

)1(00    (1.5) 
the Kelvin polarization force density can be rewritten as: 
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If a dielectric object with a dielectric constant εd is surrounded by a dielectric medium with εm, 
Eq.(1.5) can be replaced by the excess polarization per unit volume 
EP md

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Thus the Kelvin polarization force density is  
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And the Kelvin polarization force exerted on a dielectric object with a volume V is 
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From Eq.(1.9), the difference between d and m and the gradient of the electric field play key 
roles on the dielectric force. Generally speaking, the medium with a larger (smaller) dielectric 
constant will move to the range with higher (lower) electric field under the influence of DEP. 
The dielectric force has been widely used in the manipulations of biomolecules [71], 
DNA [72], nanowires [73] and nanotubes [74], the operation of droplet-based lab-on-a-chip [75], 
electrohydrodynamic continuous flow micropumps [76] as well as dielectric micromotors [77]. 
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Recently, the applications have been extended to optical fluid-based photonic and display 
devices. With a liquid-liquid interface manipulated by the dielectric force, adaptive liquid lenses 
[26-28,32,36], beam steers [29], tunable irises [33], and optical attenuators [34,35,78,79] based 
on DEP effect have been demonstrated by researchers. Since the two employed liquids in DEP 
devices are non-conductive, they can bear a high operating voltage while keeping low power 
consumption. At the same time, electrolysis, Joule heating and microbubbles which always arise 
in electrowetting devices [18] can be suppressed.  
Dielectric liquid lenses [26-28,32,36], beam steers [29], tunable irises [33], and optical 
attenuators [34,35,78,79] based on DEP effect have been demonstrated by researchers.  
Figure 1.12(a) shows the structure of a dielectric liquid lens demonstrated by Cheng et al 
in 2007 [26]. The lens consists of a droplet and a surrounding liquid with low and high dielectric 
constants, respectively. Two indium tin oxide (ITO) glass substrates sandwich the two liquids. A 
1-μm-thick Teflon layer was coated on the bottom electrode to reduce friction between the 
droplet and the glass substrate. The bottom concentric ITO electrodes introduce an 
inhomogeneous electric field under an operating voltage. The generated dielectric force causes 
the liquid with a smaller dielectric constant to shrink towards the region with a lower electric 
field. Due to the interface deformation between the two liquids, the focal length becomes tunable. 
Figure 1.12(b) shows the images of the word “Green” captured through the liquid lens at V=0 
and V=75Vrms. The focal length of a lens with 3-mm aperture can be tuned from 34mm to 12mm 
in the range of 0-200 Vrms. Rise and fall times are 650ms and 300ms, respectively.  
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Figure 1.12: (a) The lens structure at V off (solid line) and V on (dashed line), and (b) Images captured 
through the lens at V=0 and V=75Vrms  
To drive a dielectric lens, the applied electric field should be inhomogeneous in order to 
generate dielectric force. So the electrode is always etched with holes or rings [26,27]. To 
simplify the fabrication process, an adaptive dielectric lens using continuous flat electrodes was 
demonstrated by Ren et al in 2008 [28]. Figure 1.13(a) shows the side-view structure of the lens 
cell. The structure is similar to Cheng’s dielectric liquid lens [26], except that the ITO electrodes 
on the top and bottom substrates are continuous. Under an applied voltage, the electric field 
exerted on the droplet can be expressed as: 
P
P
t dtdt
V
E






12
2   (1.10) 
where 1, 2, and p stand for the dielectric constant of liquid-1, liquid-2, and polymer layer, 
respectively; d is the cell gap, dp is the thickness of polymer layer, and t is the height of liquid-2 
from the polymer surface to the curved surface of the droplet along vertical direction. Some 
parameters are shown in Figure 1.13(b). In Eq. (1.10), the influence of dp/p to Et is negligible if 
the polymer layer is very thin (dp→0). In this case, the electric field Et near the droplet border 
can be expressed as Eq.(1.11)  
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If the apex distance of the droplet is approaching the cell gap (td), then the electric field Et at 
the apex position of the droplet can be expressed as: 
d
V
E dt   (1.12) 
 
 Figure 1.13: (a) Side-view structure of the lens cell, (b) Definition of the involved parameters and 
imaging properties of two liquid lenses at (c) V=0, (d) V=60 Vrms, and (e) Refocused state. 
From Eq. (1.11) and Eq.(1.12), the electric filed at the border is 1/2 times stronger than 
that at the apex position. Because the surface of the droplet changes continuously, the electric 
field has a gradient distribution. Therefore, the surface profile of the droplet can be reshaped by 
the generated dielectric force and the focal length can be tuned accordingly. A small letter “5” 
typed on a transparent film as an object was placed under the lens cell. By adjusting the cell 
position, a clear image of an inverted “5” in the voltage-off state was observed, as shown in 
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Figure 1.13(c). When the lens was actuated at V= 60 Vrms, the image became blurry instantly due 
to the defocusing effect, as shown in Figure 1.13(d). The image of a reduced size after refocusing 
is shown in Figure 1.13(e). The focal length of a lens with a 230-m aperture diameter changes 
from ~620 m to ~500 µm when the voltage increases to 90 Vrms. The switching time (both 
contracting and relaxing) of the lens is ~200 ms. 
 
Figure 1.14: (a) Side-view of the (a) device structure, (b) the beam steering by the tilted liquid-liquid 
interface, and (c) experimental results of the He-Ne laser beam steering angle at various voltages. 
The inhomogeneous electric fields can also be induced by two non-parallel ITO glasses. 
A broadband and polarization-independent beam steering has been demonstrated by Lin et al in 
2009 [29]. The top ITO substrate is set slanted with an angle of 5º to the bottom ITO substrate to 
generate the nonuniform electric fields (Figure 1.14(a)). At V=0, the liquid-liquid interface is 
horizontal and the beam propagates straightly. When the voltage is high enough, L-2 with a 
larger dielectric constant moves toward the region with a higher electric field intensity and 
squeezes L-1 to the right (Figure 1.14(b)). As a result, the liquid-liquid interface becomes slated 
and the beam is deflected. The measured steering angle of a He-Ne laser beam at various angle 
are shown in Figure 1.14(c). The maximum steering angle is ~0.89º at V=160Vrms. Two 
dimensional (2D) beam steering can also be achieved by stacking two devices in orthogonal 
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positions. Two technical challenges remain to be overcome: to keep a flat liquid-liquid interface 
at high operating voltages, and to reduce the operating voltage. 
 
Figure 1.15: Dielectric liquid iris at (a) V-off state , (b) V-on state and (c) measured and fitted aperture 
[A(V)] of the dielectric liquid iris at various voltages. 
In 2010, Tsai et al. demonstrated a liquid iris diaphragm based on DEP effect [33]. As 
Figure 1.15(a) shows, it comprises four parts, including two immiscible liquids (a transparent oil 
and an opaque ink), an ITO electrode substrate, a glass cover, and a polymethylmethacrylate 
(PMMA) housing with a confinement ring. The liquids experience an angularly symmetric 
electric fields induced by concentric annular electrodes, and the liquid-liquid interface suffers a 
dielectric force pointing to the center, pulling the opaque ink inward, as shown in Figure 1.15(b). 
Such a state is stable when the dielectric force and the interfacial tensions reach a balance. 
Hence, the aperture size can be electrically tuned. It varies from 4 mm at the rest state to 1.5 mm 
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at 160 Vrms, as shown in Figure 1.15(c), and the corresponding aperture ratio is ~62%. However, 
the operating voltage is quite high, and the aperture at the limited state (1.5 mm at 160 Vrms) is 
still quite large compared to traditional mechanical irises. 
In this dissertation, several optical fluid-based photonic and display devices using the 
operation principles of fluidic pressure or DEP effect are demonstrated, and their electro-optic 
properties are studied. In the photonic devices based on fluidic pressure part, we propose a non-
mechanical approach to actuate the membrane-encapsulated liquid lens, and demonstrate a novel 
mechanical-wetting lens for near IR applications as well as a concept which can extend the lens 
working range to mid and long IR. In the photonic devices based on DEP effect, we propose 
approaches to lower the operating voltage and widen the dynamic range of the dielectric liquid 
lenses by introducing various polymer bases to the bottom glass substrates. By either 
reconfiguring the shape of a dielectric liquid droplet or shifting its position, optical switches for 
visible and near IR spectral region are demonstrated. Besides lenses and optical switches, 
polarizer-free and color filter-free displays for mobile applications are also developed. These 
devices have the key features of simple fabrication, low power consumption, polarization 
independence, relatively low operating voltage as well as reasonably fast switching time, which 
make them promising for various applications. This dissertation has further extended the 
applications of DEP effect in photonic devices. 
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CHAPTER 2 ADAPTIVE LIQUID LENSES BASED ON FLULIDIC 
PRESSURE 
In an adaptive lens based on fluidic pressure, the focal length is controlled by pumping 
liquid in and out of the lens chamber, which changes the curvature of the liquid profile. The 
operation mechanism is simple but a fluid pumping system is always needed [1-3,5-7], which 
brings a lot of inconvenience to portable devices. For the revised liquid lens [4], electromagnetic 
and piezoelectric actuator, servo motor actuator or artificial muscle can be used to squeeze the 
outer elastic membrane [51,80-82]. However, there remains a challenge to integrate the lens and 
the actuator into a compact system due to the bulky size of the actuator. Voice coil motor and 
shape memory alloys actuators have also been proposed for a compact lens system [55,83,84]. 
However, in some biological and medical applications, electrical controls or fluid circulation 
should be avoided and innovative mechanism to actuate membrane-encapsulated liquid lens is 
needed [85]. A tunable liquid microlens actuated by IR light is demonstrated in 2008, which 
makes it possible to integrate the microlens with fiber optics based systems such as fiber 
endoscopes [15]. This driving method is more favorable for micro-sized liquid lens. 
2.1 Membrane-encapsulated Liquid Lens Actuated by Photo-controlled Polymer 
In this chapter, we present a tunable liquid lens actuated by a photo-controlled polymer. 
The lens structure consists of a top glass substrate and a bottom plastic slab with two apertures. 
One aperture is called as reservoir hole and the other as lens hole, and both are sealed with 
elastic membranes. A photo-sensitive polymer is attached to the membrane of the reservoir hole 
and it will push the membrane inward once it is actuated by a blue laser beam. The bending 
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angle of the polymer, controlled by the power density of the blue light, regulates the curvature of 
the membrane on the lens hole which, in turn, changes the focal length of the plano-convex lens. 
The fabrication procedure is simple and the resultant liquid lens shows good stability. This 
actuation method can be adopted in a micro-sized, millimeter-sized or even larger size liquid lens. 
Compared with traditional methods, our lens offers a possibility to achieve a compact system, 
non-mechanical actuation, and easy integration with other optical components.  
Polymer networks containing azobenzene liquid crystalline (azo LC) moieties are able to 
change their macroscopic shape when influenced by light. Several photo-polymers based on this 
mechanism have been reported [86-88]. The polymer film used in our experiment is made from 4, 
4’-Di(6-acryloxyalkyloxy) azobenzene and LC monomer 4-(6-acryloxy)hexyloxy-4’-ethoxy-
azobenzene [89]. The azo LC moieties need to be aligned before thermal polymerization, and 
this alignment is considered as the film alignment. Figure 2.1 shows the reorientation of azo LC 
molecules at different polarized incident light. The polymer film will bend away from the 
incident laser beam when the film alignment (n, red arrow in Figure 2.1(a)) is orthogonal to the 
beam polarization (black cross in Figure 2.1(a)), and bow towards when the alignment (red arrow 
in Figure 2.1(b)) is parallel to the beam polarization (black arrow in Figure 2.1(b)). Because 
molecular reorientation shrinks (or expands) the polymer’s volume locally along (or 
perpendicular) the polarization direction, the generated compression force is acting along the 
polarization direction. The film will maintain optically-induced shape when the incident beam is 
turned off. The bending angle increases with the laser power density once it is above a threshold. 
This reversible bi-directional bending of the polymer film can be controlled by switching the 
polarization of the actuation beam in orthogonal directions. Large bending angle (70°~70°) and 
fast bending speed (170°/s) could be obtained by a fairly low power density (~0.1 W/cm
2
 at 
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=514 nm ) [89]. These characteristics enable the photo-polymer to actuate the membrane-
encapsulated liquid lens.  
 
Figure 2.1: Schematic of experimental geometry and the effect of laser-induced LC reorientation: (a) 
Bending away from the laser beam when E⊥n, and (b) Bending towards when E‖n. 
 
Figure 2.2: Structure of a tunable lens actuated by photo-polymer (a) Top glass slab, (b) Bottom glass slab, 
side view of the lens cell in (c) non-focusing and (d) focusing states. 
Figure 2.2 shows the fabrication process of the liquid lens actuated by a photo-polymer. 
A top glass substrate and a bottom plastic slab with two holes are used as lens frames, as shown 
in Figure 2.2(a) and Figure 2.2(b). The right aperture is called as reservoir hole and left one as 
(a) (b)
n n
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lens hole. The two apertures are both sealed with elastic membranes. A piece of photo-polymer 
is fixed on the elastic membrane of the reservoir hole. The two slabs are sandwiched together 
and form a flat cell, and the periphery is sealed with epoxy glue except for a hole. A liquid is 
injected into the lens chamber through the hole, and after that, the hole is sealed with glue. 
Figure 2.2(c) shows the cross-sectional view of the lens cell in the non-focusing state. When the 
beam is polarized parallel to the film alignment direction with the power density above the 
threshold, the polymer film will bend towards the incident light and push the adhering elastic 
membrane on the reservoir hole inward. Because the volume of the liquid is not constringent, the 
liquid in the lens chamber is redistributed, causing the elastic membrane on the lens hole to swell 
outward, as shown in Figure 2.2(d). A plano-convex lens is obtained and the incident light is 
focused. The focal length can be tuned by the power density of the actuation beam because the 
bending angle increases with power density. This tuning process is reversible, only if the beam 
polarization direction is rotated by 90°, which can be achieved by switching a twisted nematic 
(TN) LC cell [90].  
To fabricate a liquid lens as shown in Figure 2.2(c), two holes were drilled on the bottom 
plastic slab, and both were sealed with PDMS membranes from inside. PDMS is a well-studied 
hydrophobic membrane and is transparent in ultraviolet-visible regions. Its super elastic and soft 
nature makes it easy for reversible deformations in fluid manipulations [91]. The diameters of 
the reservoir hole and the lens hole are 6 mm and 4 mm, respectively, and the thickness of the 
PDMS membrane is 60 µm. A piece of photo-polymer (2 mm x 4 mm x 20 µm) was one-end 
fixed on the outer surface of the PDMS membrane on the reservoir hole by tape, and the position 
of the polymer film is adjusted to make its alignment direction (red arrow in Figure 2.2(d)) 
parallel to the beam polarization direction (black arrow in Figure 2.2(d)). The two slabs were 
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sandwiched together to form a flat cell, and pure water (n=1.33) was injected into the cell. The 
thickness of the top slab and bottom slab is 3 cm and 1 cm, respectively.  
To activate the liquid lens, a CW He-Cd laser (=442 nm) was employed as the actuation 
beam. Upon the incidence of this actuation beam, the film bends towards the incident laser beam 
because its alignment direction is parallel to the laser’s polarization direction, as shown in Figure 
2.3(a). The experimental set-up for the lens actuation is shown in Figure 2.3(b). Two solid lenses 
placed on the optical bench were used to focus the laser beam on the polymer film. The focal 
point of the two-lens system can be adjusted by changing the distance between the lenses. The 
liquid lens cell was placed out of the initial focus of the two lenses system and was adjusted to 
let the laser beam go through the polymer. Shortening the distance between the two solid lenses 
by moving lens 2, the focus of the two lenses system moved towards the polymer, accordingly 
the irradiance exposed on the polymer increased. Once the power density exceeded the threshold, 
the polymer began to bow towards the incident laser beam and the liquid lens began to focus.  
 
Figure 2.3: (a) Deformation of the photo-polymer under blue laser irradiation and (b) Experimental set-up 
for the actuation of the membrane-encapsulated liquid lens. 
To evaluate the lens performance during the focus change, the image of an object through 
the liquid lens under the white light illumination was recorded. A picture, printed with two letters 
“do” was set at ~0.2 cm behind the lens, and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera was used to 
record the images. The distance between the liquid lens and lens 1 is fixed at 19 cm. Figure 2.4 
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shows the photos taken at 2 different focusing states. Firstly, the laser was off and the liquid lens 
was in a non-focusing state so that the observed image had the same size as the object, as Figure 
2.4(a) shows. An enlarged image is shown in the lower-left corner. Then we turned on the laser 
and focused it on the polymer film gradually. The initial separation between lens 1 and lens 2 
was 14.5 cm. The power density was increased to 0.47 W/cm
2
 when the separation between lens 
2 and lens 1 was shortened to 12 cm. The focal length of the resultant plano-convex lens was 
decreased to 21.2 mm in ~10 seconds and the observed picture is shown in Figure 2.4(b). Since 
the distance between the object and the liquid lens is shorter than the focal length, the observed 
image is upright, virtual, and magnified. 
 
Figure 2.4: Liquid lens at (a) non-focusing state, (b) focusing state, and (c) Measured focal length of the 
lens at different power densities. 
Figure 2.4(c) is a plot of the irradiance dependent focal length of the liquid lens shown in 
Figure 2.4(a). The focal length is determined by the smallest focused point of a collimated input 
light beam along the optical axis. In our experiment, a collimated white light was used as the 
probing light source. At the rest state, the lens cell is in flat state and its focus is at infinity. The 
focal length decreases with increasing power density for the polarization parallel to the 
alignment of the polymer film. As the power density increases, the polymer film deforms further 
(a) (b)
photo-polymer
(c)
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so that the PDMS membrane swells outward further and the radius of the curvature is reduced. 
The focal length is decreased to 21.2 mm when the power density reaches ~0.47 W/cm
2
. 
From Figure 2.4, we can see that the photo-polymer can be used to actuate a membrane-
encapsulated liquid lens. However, the detected focus change is not very large. Qualitatively 
speaking, to enhance the mechanical robustness of the liquid lens, we could take the following 
steps: 1) Using a larger and thicker polymer film, thus the bending force induced by the polymer 
deformation can be enhanced. 2) Applying an actuation beam with a high power density, hence a 
large bending angle can be obtained because the bending angle increases with the power density 
of the laser beam. 3) Selecting the wavelength of the actuation beam which can induce the 
largest deformation under the same irradiation. 4) Optimizing the lens structure and finding the 
best position for the polymer so that it can work more efficiently. The typical thickness of the 
photo-polymer is 10~50 μm [89], the sample used in our experiment is 20 μm thick. If the 
polymer thickness is increased to 50 μm and its size is large enough to cover the whole reservoir 
aperture, and meanwhile if the actuation beam with a sufficient power density can also cover the 
whole reservoir, then the mechanical robustness, the dynamic range, and the response time of the 
lens could be improved substantially. 
To make a compact optical system for practical applications, the employed He-Cd laser 
can be replaced by a laser diode (LD), as shown in Figure 2.5(a). Because the bending direction 
of the photo-polymer is polarization sensitive, we use a 90° TN cell to switch the polarization of 
the laser beam. Let us assume the alignment direction of the polymer film (red arrow in Figure 
2.5(a)) is along z axis, the polarization direction of the laser beam and the rubbing direction of 
the bottom glass substrate of the TN cell (Figure 2.5(b)) are parallel to each other, both along y 
axis. In the voltage-off state, the TN cell rotates the polarization of the incident laser beam by 
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90°, thus the polarization direction of the laser beam after passing through the TN cell becomes 
parallel to the film alignment. The polymer bows towards the laser beam and a plano-convex 
lens is obtained. The focal length decreases with increasing power density of the laser beam. In 
the voltage-on state, the polarization rotation effect of the TN cell vanishes, and the polarization 
of the laser beam stays along z axis. Therefore, the polymer bends away from the incident laser 
beam and the focusing power of the lens decreases. The focal length increases with increasing 
power density of the laser beam. The switching time of the TN cell depends on the LC cell gap 
and the material employed. For a typical 5-μm E7 TN cell, the response time is ~25 ms [92]. 
This switching time is much faster than that of photo-polymer (~170°/s) [89]. As a result, it has 
almost no influence on the response time of the liquid lens system. The deformation direction 
can be selected by the TN cell, and the deformation magnitude can be controlled by the laser 
power density, thus, both forward and backward actuations of the membrane-encapsulated liquid 
lens can be achieved. 
 
Figure 2.5: (a) Tunable liquid lens system, (b) Voltage-on state and -off state of a TN LC cell. 
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2.2 Adaptive Mechanical-wetting Lens for Visible and Near Infrared Imaging 
In a typical membrane-encapsulated liquid lens based on fluidic pressure, PDMS 
membrane is commonly employed because of its super elasticity and good transmittance in 
visible and near IR region [93]. As we discussed in Chapter 1.2, the gravity effect may cause an 
asymmetric shape and degrade the image performances when the lens is vertically placed. 
Furthermore, neither the fabrication of a thin, strong, and uniform membrane nor the uniformly 
installing on the lens frame is a trivial. 
Electro-wetting lens overcomes the abovementioned problems of a membrane-
encapsulated liquid lens. It adopts an interface between two immiscible liquids as a reflective 
surface, which is very smooth (nanoscale) because of the surface tension. The two liquids are 
chosen to be density matched to minimize the density effect. Therefore, electro-wetting lens is 
insensitive to shocks and vibrations [18]. However, electrolysis, Joule heating, and microbubbles 
often occur in electro-wetting lenses due to the transportation of the free electric charges and the 
alternating electric fields [26].  
We demonstrate an adaptive mechanical-wetting lens to keep the advantages of smooth 
liquid-liquid interface and minimum gravity effect while overcoming the shortcomings of an 
electric-wetting lens. Our lens uses liquid pressure to change the interface between two 
immiscible liquids, which in turn changes the focal length of the resultant liquid lens. We call 
this device as mechanical-wetting lens because it involves two liquids in a lens cell, similar to 
that in an electro-wetting lens, while the liquid-liquid interface is changed by a mechanical force. 
In comparison with the design whose reservoir is on one side of the lens area [54], our new 
design pumps liquid uniformly through the entire periphery of the lens area because of the 
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concentric reservoir. It eliminates the gradient effect in liquid pressure and stabilizes the optical 
performance during the transition process. Furthermore, since no PDMS is employed, our lens 
can expand its working range to IR. To prove concept, we show the performance of our lens at 
=1310 nm.  
 
Figure 2.6: Device structure of a mechanical-wetting lens: (a) Assembled system, (b) Side-view of the 
reservoir body, and (c) Cap with a bump inside. 
Figure 2.6 shows the device structure of the mechanical-wetting lens. From top to bottom, 
the lens frames consist of a top cap, a reservoir body, and a bottom cap, as shown in Figure 
2.6(a). There are two holes in the reservoir body. An observation hole covered by glass is in the 
center of the reservoir body, and a ring-shaped hole covered by elastic membrane (marked in 
blue) is concentric with the observation hole, they are connected with each other through tiny 
linkages. Two immiscible liquids interface at an aperture hole in the middle circular slab 
(marked in green), as shown in Figure 2.6(b). The top and bottom caps are the driving devices to 
press the membrane. Each cap is a cylindrical shell with one end open and the other end closed, 
as shown in Figure 2.6(c), and a hole is drilled in the closed end for observation. The screw 
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threads on the inside wall of each cap match those on the outside wall of the reservoir body. 
Thus when the cap is screwed toward the reservoir body, the bump in the cover (marked in red) 
will press the elastic membrane, causing the liquid-liquid interface to bend.  
 
Figure 2.7: Side view of a mechanical-wetting lens structure in (a) Initial state, (b) Further positive state, 
and (c) Negative state. 
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Figure 2.8: Transmission spectra of SL-5267 and Glycerol measured from 400 nm to 2000 nm. 
Figure 2.7 shows the cross-sectional view of the reservoir body in different driving states. 
At the initial state, assuming the top and bottom elastic membranes are both flat, liquid-2 forms a 
concave shape at the aperture hole in the middle layer because of the surface tension, as Figure 
2.7(a) shows. The liquid lens behaves as a positive lens if the refractive index of liquid-1 is 
larger than that of liquid-2. When an external pressure is applied to the top elastic membrane, 
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because the volume of the liquids are not constringent, liquid-1 in the lens chamber is 
redistributed, pressing the interface to change its shape to further concave, as shown in Figure 
2.7(b), and the optical power of the resultant lens goes further positive. If an external pressure is 
applied to the bottom elastic membrane, liquid-2 in the lens chamber is redistributed, pressing 
the interface to change its shape from concave to convex with an increasing external pressure, as 
shown in Figure 2.7(c), accordingly the optical power of the resultant lens changes from positive 
to negative. 
The two liquid employed in Ref.[54] are ultrapure water (n1=1.33) and PDMS gel 
(n2=1.40), the refractive indices difference is small and the water is easy to evaporate, causing a 
short device lifetime. To overcome these drawbacks, Glycerol and SantoLight™ Optical Fluids 
SL-5267 are used, and their properties are shown in Table 2.1. These two immiscible liquids 
have similar density to minimize the gravity effect and a large refractive index difference. They 
also show good transmittance in both visible and near IR regions, which enables our lens to work 
in near IR. Figure 2.8 shows the measured transmission spectra of these two liquids. The 
dramatic drop in the transmission spectra of SL-5267 near 1650nm is due to the overtone 
(second harmonic) of CH/CH2/CH3 stretching bands, which occurs at 3.3-3.6 um. Thus, its 
second harmonic occurs at ~1.7 um [94]. 
Table 2.1: Properties of liquid-1 (L1: SantoLight™ Optical Fluids SL-5267, Santovac® Fluids) and 
liquid-2 (L2: Glycerol, Sigma-Aldrich). 
Material  
Surface tension  
(mN/m,@20°C) 
Refractive index 
Density 
(g/cm
3
) 
Color 
L1 50 
1.670@550nm 
1.635@1310nm 
1.25 Clear 
L2 64 
1.47@550nm 
1.460@1293nm 
1.26 Clear 
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While making a lens described in Ref. [54] using Optical Fluids SL-5267 and Glycerol, 
we found this design could keep a uniform liquid-liquid interface only if the transition time was 
slow (a few tens of seconds). If the transition time was reduced to a few seconds, then the liquid 
interface change was no longer uniform and a severe image aberration appeared during the 
transition process. The aberration became even worse as the aperture increased. The reason is 
explained as follows: when actuated in high speed, the pressure increases quickly so that a 
pressure gradient builds up from the reservoir area to the lens area. As a result, the liquid 
interface first bends on the high pressure end (near the reservoir) and then propagates to the other 
end. This gradient effect not only induces image aberration during the transition process, but also 
creates high stress on one end of the interface, resulting an interface movement and device 
instability. This problem originates from the high viscosity of Glycerol. Our solution is to make a 
lens with a concentric reservoir, as depicted in Figure 2.6. Thus, the pressure gradient will be 
significantly suppressed, because the pressure along the entire periphery of the liquid-liquid 
interface is almost the same. 
The lens frames were made of aluminum. The two chambers in the reservoir body and the 
middle slab were connected with each other by screws and sealed by silicon glue to prevent fluid 
leakage. Then, two liquids were filled into each chamber, the upper chamber was filled by 
Optical Fluids, and the lower was Glycerol. The amount of each filled liquid was well controlled 
so that their interface stayed at the aperture hole of the middle layer. Some lubricate was added 
to the outer surface of the elastic membranes in order to reduce the friction when the caps were 
pressing the membranes. Coaxial design is desired in order to maintain optical functions of a 
liquid lens [31]. When the parts are machined on the lathe, they are all aligned to the same axis. 
Six screws holes are drilled in the reservoir body and the central layer respectively, and screws 
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are applied to connect and align these parts precisely. The diameter of the observation hole and 
aperture hole is 5 mm and 4 mm, respectively. The inner and outer diameter of the ring-shaped 
hole covered by elastic membrane is 20 mm and 28 mm, respectively. The middle slab is ~1 mm 
thick, the rubber bump is ~2 mm thick and each liquid layer is ~ 4 mm thick. The total thickness 
of the whole device is ~15 mm, and it can be further reduced if thinner frames are used. The 
screw pitch is 1/32 inch, which means the bump goes towards the reservoir body 1/32 inch when 
the cap is rotated in one full circle. The lens was tested in the visible region and near IR region. 
To evaluate the lens performances during transition process, we recorded the image of an 
object through the liquid lens under white light. A picture, printed “5” was set very close to the 
lens, and a CCD camera was used to record the image change. Figure 2.9 shows the images taken 
through the lens at three different focusing states corresponding to those in Figure 2.7. Firstly, 
the lens was in the initial state with a positive optical power and the observed image was upright, 
virtual, and magnified, as shown in Figure 2.9(a), because the distance between the object and 
the lens cell was shorter than the focal length. When the top cap was screwed towards the 
reservoir body, the rubber bump touched the elastic membrane on the top chamber and pushed it 
to go deeper with an increasing traveling distance, and consequently the resultant lens became 
further positive and the image size was further magnified, as shown in Figure 2.9(b).  The 
resultant liquid lens began to exhibit less positive and then negative optical power when the 
bottom cap was screwed toward the reservoir body with an increasing traveling distance, and the 
observed image was reduced, as shown in Figure 2.9(c). The image changed continuously and 
uniformly during the top cap’s traveling, and no obvious aberration was observed. A tiny image 
aberration was observed at the border of the aperture, because the aperture was not perfectly 
circular, and the defects in the circumference of the aperture hole introduced the image 
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aberration. If the middle slab and the aperture hole can be made in high precision, e.g., fabricated 
by photolithography, a much smaller wavefront error will arise in the lens border [54]. The lens’ 
resolution was also measured by the microscope. Figure 2.9(d) shows the image of a 1951 U.S. 
Air Force (USAF) resolution target taken in the transmission mode of the microscope under 
green illumination. The highest resolution of the device is ~203 lp/mm as the patterns of group 7 
number 5 are still resolvable. 
 
Figure 2.9: Images taken through the lens in (a) Initial state, (b) Further positive state, (c) Negative state, 
and (d) Len’s resolution at the initial state. 
To measure the back focal distance (BFD) of the liquid lens, we expanded and collimated 
a He-Ne laser beam (=633 nm) to ~10 mm in diameter and let it normally pass through the 
liquid lens. For the positive lens, the focal point was determined by the smallest focused point (a 
quite circular point with a diameter of ~1mm) of the collimated input beam along the optic axis, 
as shown in Figure 2.10(a). For the negative lens, BFD was determined by a geometrical imaging 
method, as Figure 2.10(b) shows. Every measurement was repeated three times and the results 
were averaged. When the bottom cap is moving towards the reservoir body, the traveling 
distance dependent BFD is depicted in Figure 2.10(c), here P (1/32 inch) stands for the screw 
pitch. 
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Figure 2.10: (a) BFD measurement of the positive lens, (b) BFD measurement of the negative lens, and (c) 
Measured BFD vs. traveling distance of the bottom cap. 
 
Figure 2.11: (a) Experimental set-up for lens testing under =1310nm laser illumination, Light 
spots taken in (b) initial state, (c) less positive state, and (d) negative state.  
The lens’ ability and performance for near IR imaging are also evaluated. The 
experimental set-up is shown in Figure 2.11(a). An IR fiber laser (=1300 nm) was collimated 
and then illuminated the mechanical-wetting lens. A fluorescent card was used as a screen for 
observation. The lens was set vertically and some light spot images were recorded. The screen 
was set at the focus of the testing lens in the initial state, at first, a tiny and bright spot was 
observed due to the lens’ initial positive optical power, as shown in Figure 2.11(b), when the 
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bottom cap was screwed toward the reservoir body, the lens first went less positive, then flat and 
finally negative. Thus the light spot was gradually increased, as shown in Figure 2.11(c)-(d). The 
spot is quite circular, and the light is highly centrally focused without any obvious noise when 
observed in the dark background. Due to absorption of Glycerol, the total lens transmittance is 
estimated to be ~60% under 1310 nm illumination. 
Our simple mechanical-wetting lens is working well in visible and near IR regions. It 
paves a way to fabricate an adaptive liquid lens for mid-IR, long-IR or even UV imaging, by 
choosing proper liquids with good transmittance in the desired spectral region. Besides, some 
other criteria should be taken into consideration, e.g., density matching, large refractive indices 
difference, immiscibility, non-volatility, and stability. A matched density helps to minimize the 
gravity effect and realize highly axis-symmetric liquid droplet, especially for large aperture 
lenses. Large refractive index difference could enhance the optical power, while the non-
volatility and good stability are crucial for lengthening the device lifetime. Furthermore, surface 
treatment can be applied to the middle slab, e.g., hydrophobic-hydrophilic bond, helps to confine 
the position of the liquids interface on the aperture hole [16], and other surface treatment may 
help to control the shape of the interface. If a parabolic shape could be obtained, the lens’ 
spherical aberration could be reduced [95]. The tuning step is determined by the screw pitch on 
the outside wall of the reservoir body and inside wall of the caps. Thus, a smaller screw pitch 
would be favored for finer tuning. The present structure is favorable for self-adjustment in vision 
applications; for those applications in need of automatic driving and fast response, a mechanical 
motor can be adopted.  
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2.3 Summary 
In this chapter, we have demonstrated a membrane-encapsulated liquid lens actuated by a 
photo-controlled polymer. Benefiting from the photo-induced deformation, the bending direction 
and bending angle of the polymer, and the resultant liquid lens can be tuned by a laser beam. The 
focal length can be tuned from infinity to 21.2 mm in seconds under blue light irradiation. This 
approach paves a way to achieve non-mechanical driving, easy integration with other optical 
components and compactness. The mechanical robustness, dynamic range, and response time of 
the liquid lens can be enhanced using a larger and thicker polymer film and an actuation beam 
with a higher power density.  
To minimize the gravity effect of a membrane-encapsulated liquid lens and extend the 
working range to IR, we have demonstrated an adaptive mechanical-wetting lens with high 
optical performance. Due to the concentric reservoir structure and smooth liquid-liquid interface, 
the lens’ transition process is smooth, and the optical performance is quite good and stable. 
When the bottom cap is traveling in one full circle, the back focal distance can be changed from 
infinity to ~15 mm and from 33.3 mm to infinity under 633 nm illumination, both positive and 
negative optical power can be obtained. Under 1310 nm illumination, the lens shows a ~60% 
transmittance and tunable light spots with circular shape could be observed. Fine processing and 
surface treatment could further improve the lens’ performances. The same device concept can be 
extended to mid-IR and long-IR, provided that proper transparent liquids are employed. 
Moreover, our group has demonstrated a mechanical-wetting lens driven by ferrofluids [96]. The 
ferrofluids functions like a piston with much smaller friction than traditional ones. It pumps 
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liquids in and out from the lens chamber, reshapes the lens curvature and changes the focal 
length. Fast response (~ 2.5 ms) and automate driving have been achieved. 
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CHAPTER 3 DIELECTRIC LIQUID LENSES 
3.1 Dielectric Liquid Microlens with Well-shaped Electrode 
In a dielectric lens, under an inhomogeneous electric field, the generated dielectric force 
deforms the liquid-liquid interface, which in turn changes the focal length. However, a patterned-
electrode is always required to generate such an inhomogeneous electric field, which adds 
complexity to the fabrication process [26,27]. A non-mechanical method to form uniform liquid 
droplet arrays was demonstrated, but the droplets could drift in the lens cell, which degrades the 
lens’ stability [27]. Such a problem also exists in dielectric lens with continuous electrodes [28]. 
For a dielectric lens with a 230 m aperture and 110 m cell gap (two liquids with 1~47 and 
2~5), the focal length changes from ~620 m to ~500 m when the driving voltage increases 
from 0 to 90 Vrms. The optical zoom ratio is ~1.24 [28].We demonstrated an adaptive-focus 
dielectric microlens with a top planar electrode and a bottom well-shaped electrode to overcome 
these problems.  
Figure 3.1 shows the side-view structure of the microlens cell with well-shaped electrode. 
From top to bottom, it consists of a planar glass substrate with ITO electrode, liquid-1(L1), 
liquid-2(L2), and a well-shaped polymer base Norland Optical Adhesive 81 (NOA81) with gold 
and palladium electrode and a planar glass substrate. L2 (SL-5267) with a low dielectric constant 
forms a bi-convex droplet on the well-shaped polymer base, while L1 (Glycerol) with a high 
dielectric constant fills the surrounding space. We choose these two immiscible liquids with 
similar density in order to minimize the gravity effect. The properties of the two liquids and the 
polymer well are listed in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Side-view structure of the lens cell: (a) Voltage off, and (b) Voltage on. 
Table 3.1: Properties of liquid-1 (L1: Glycerol, Sigma-Aldrich), liquid-2 (L2: SantoLight™ Optical 
Fluids SL-5267, Santovac® Fluids) and polymer wall (NOA81). 
Material Dielectric constant Refractive index Density (g/cm
3
) Color 
L1 47 1.47 1.26 Clear 
L2 5 1.67 1.25 Clear 
Polymer wall 4 1.56 1.2 Clear 
Figure 3.2 shows the device fabrication procedure. NOA 81 was injected into a glass cell, 
which was composed of a bottom glass substrate and a glass-based plano-convex microlens array 
stamper (R=1 mm, Ø=0.75 mm, 6×6, from ISUZU GLASS) (Figure 3.2(a)). After UV exposure, 
the stamper was peeled off and the solidified concave microlens pattern was left on the bottom 
glass substrate (Figure 3.2(b)). A conducting layer consisting of a mixture of gold and palladium 
was deposited on the concave microlens as the bottom electrode using a sputter coater (Figure 
3.2(c)). Finally, after dropping liquid-2 and liquid-1, a planar glass with ITO was used as top 
substrate to seal the cell (Figure 3.2(d)). The cell gap is ~270 m. The total transmission of the 
lens is ~50% at =550 nm. Most of this loss originates from absorption of the metal electrode 
(a) (b)
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and from interface reflections. This can be improved by optimizing the materials and thickness 
of the bottom electrode and by depositing substrates with anti-reflection coatings. 
 
Figure 3.2: Side view of the device fabrication procedure: (a) Making lens cell and UV exposure, (b) 
Peeling off the stamper, (c) Coating Au +Pd electrode, and (d) Dropping liquids and sealing the cell. 
 
Figure 3.3: Simulation results of the electric field of the two structures at V=100Vrms (a) Common planar-
electrodes, and (b) Top planar-electrode and bottom well-shaped electrode. 
In the relaxed state, the curvature of the droplet is minimal. In a voltage-on state, the bi-
convex liquid droplet will induce an inhomogeneous electric field. According to Kelvin theory, 
the dielectric force exerted on the droplet can be expressed as Eq.(3.1) [70] 
0
1 2( ) ( )
2
F E E

       (3.1) 
where 0, 1 and 2 donate the permittivity of free space, liquid-1, and liquid-2, respectively, and 
E denotes the electric field on the curved droplet surface. From Eq. (3.1), the difference between 
1 and 2 and the gradient of the electric field play key roles on the dielectric force. When the 
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dielectric force is strong enough, L1 and L2 will move toward the region with strong and weak 
electric fields, respectively. The droplet tends to contract and the surface profile of the droplet is 
reshaped. As a result, the focal length becomes shorter, as shown in Figure 3.1(b).  
In a common planar-electrode structure, the dielectric force is induced only from the 
shape of the droplet. By contrast, the well-shaped electrode structure introduces non-uniform 
electric fields from both the non-planar electrodes and the bi-convex shape of the droplet, 
resulting in an enhanced electric field gradient. The gap between the two electrodes is also 
reduced because the bottom electrode is deposited on the well surface not on the glass substrate. 
Computer simulations are also conducted to investigate and compare the dielectrophoresis in 
these two structures with an operating voltage of 100 Vrms, and the results are shown in Figure 
3.3, where the colors represent the electric field strength. According to Eq. (3.1), a larger electric 
field gradient induces a larger dielectric force. In a common planar-electrode structure shown in 
Figure 3.3(a), both liquids experience a similar electric filed as indicated by the dark blue color. 
The electric field gradient could only be found along the interface between two liquids near the 
bottom planar electrode, which only represents ~1/4 of the arc of droplet. The white arrows 
denote the dielectric force acting on the droplet. However, in a well-shaped electrode structure 
shown in Figure 3.3(b), the color difference along the entire interface between the two liquids 
indicates that an electric field gradient exists in more than 1/3 of the arc. A much larger surface 
is thus affected by the dielectrophoresis, and the generated electric force is indicated by the 
orange arrows in Figure 3.3(b). The downward force acting at the apex of the droplet would 
weaken the droplet deformation, but it is relatively small. Because of the enhanced non-uniform 
electric field gradient, the stronger electric fields originating from the closer electrode gap, and 
the larger affected surface, the operating voltage of the lens with well-shaped electrode will be 
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lower than that of the lens with common planar-electrodes having the same aperture and cell gap 
dimensions. 
 
Figure 3.4: (a) The image of the lens cell at the position of surface focus, (b) At the position of the 
smallest spot size, (c) Image at focus, (d) Resolution test, (e) Tunable state of the lens at V=0, (f) V=40 
Vrms, and (g) V=88 Vrms. 
The performance of the microlens is also evaluated through an optical microscope. At 
V=0, the droplet’s surface (diameter ~700 m) is focused and the image is shown in Figure 
3.4(a). The position of the lens cell is adjusted to achieve the minimum focus spot, shown in 
Figure 3.4(b). An image of the number “2” was captured as shown in Figure 3.4(c). Minor 
scattering is observed, though, due to slight nonuniformity of the well-shaped electrode, which is 
induced by the relatively slow stage rotation speed of the sputter coater. The optic axis of the 
liquid lens could be slightly deviated from its normal because of the nonuniform surface of the 
bottom well-shaped electrode, which induces a non-spherical profile in a voltage-on state. Figure 
3.4(d) shows the image of a 1951 USAF resolution target taken in the transmission mode by the 
microscope. The highest resolution of the device is ~181 lp/mm as the patterns of group 7 
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number 4 are still resolvable. To visually observe the tunable state with different operating 
voltages, three pictures for tuning the above microlens were taken, as shown in Figure 3.4(e-g). 
A small number “2” on the USAF resolution target chosen as an object was placed under the lens 
cell. At V=0, the droplet was in a defocused state and the image was very blurry (Figure 3.4(e)). 
When the lens was actuated at 40Vrms a small inverted image “2” began to appear (Figure 3.4(f)). 
The image kept zooming in as we gradually increased the driving voltage to Vmax=88Vrms (Figure 
3.4(g)). This indicates that the focal length of the droplet is electrically tunable.  
The voltage dependent focal length of the dielectric lens shown in Figure 3.4(a) is plotted 
in Figure 3.5(a) as blue dots. At V=0, the initial focal length of the microlens is ~2.50 mm. As 
the voltage increases, the focal length gradually decreases. At V=88 Vrms, it is decreased to ~1.39 
mm. Compared to the previous dielectric lens, the present dielectric lens with well-shaped 
electrode achieves a 1.8X optical zoom under the same voltage, with a ~3X larger aperture and 
cell gap. The operating voltage can be dramatically reduced if the aperture and cell gap of the 
lens become smaller. Because the lens aperture is small and its shape is nearly spherical, we use 
ZEMAX to calculate the theoretical focal length. Only the well-shaped polymer base, liquid-1 
and liquid-2 are considered. The lens structure and parameters used for the ZEMAX simulation 
are shown in Figure 3.5(b), where n1, n2, and np donate the refractive index of liquid-1, liquid-2, 
and well-shaped polymer base, respectively, D is the initial diameter of the lens, d is the cell gap 
of lens cell, and tp is the apex distance of the polymer base. R1 is the curvature radius of the well-
shaped base, which is equal to that of the plano-convex microlens array stamper, because this 
base is replicated from the stamper. R2 is the curvature radius of the top lens surface, t is the apex 
distance of the lens. Both R2 and t vary with the operating voltage. In the relaxed state, we 
measured the apex distance t~0.163 mm, so the calculated focal length is ~2.45 mm, which is in 
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good agreement with the measured focal length (2.50 mm). Meanwhile, the largest apex distance 
t is ~0.237 mm since the measured tp~0.032 mm and d~0.270 mm. The sum of t and tp should be 
smaller than d. Otherwise the droplet will touch the top glass substrate. The calculated focal 
length at this limiting state is ~1.25 mm, which is slightly shorter than the measured data (~1.39 
mm) at V=88 Vrms. This small difference could result from the fact that the microlens is not 
driven to its limiting state in our experiment. 
 
Figure 3.5: (a) Measured focal length of the microlens at different driving voltages, and (b) Lens structure 
and parameters for ZEMAX simulation. 
A 3×3 microlens array is also demonstrated. The imaging properties of the microlens 
array are shown in Figure 3.6(a). Due to differences in the shape and diameter of the microlenses 
in the array, they are slightly different in focal length. The uniformity of the microlens array will 
be greatly improved if the liquid droplets are prepared by machine rather than by hand. Two 
pictures for tuning the array at V=0 and V=88Vrms were taken, shown in Figure 3.6(b-c). The 
contracting speed of the microlens array is fast, but the relaxing speed is a bit slow as it depends 
on the viscosity of the liquids and the interfacial tensions [28]. The viscosity of the surrounding 
liquid-1 is ~1.5 Pas, introducing a large hysteresis when the voltage is switched off. The relaxing 
time can be shortened if we use some low viscosity liquids.  
(b)
(b)
(a)
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Figure 3.6: (a) Imaging properties of the microlens array, and (b) Microlens array at V=0 (c) Tunable 
state of the lens driven at 88Vrms . 
3.2 Dielectric Liquid Microlens with Switchable Negative and Positive Optical Power 
The previously demonstrated dielectric lenses only shows pure positive or negative 
optical power [26-28,32]. It would be highly desirable to have a dielectric liquid lens which can 
be tuned from positive to negative or vice versa. Such an adaptive lens can be integrated into a 
zoom lens system for obtaining a large magnification or in a 2D-3D switchable display [97]. In 
2009, we demonstrated a dielectric liquid microlens with a bi-concave polymer base. The 
negative optical power induced by the bi-concave polymer base balances out the positive optical 
power of the liquid droplet to some extent, according to different operating voltage. Hence, our 
lens can be continuously tuned among negative, zero and positive optical power states. Besides, 
the bi-concave polymer base helps to fix the position of the liquid droplet and reduce the 
operating voltage. 
Figure 3.7 shows the side-view structure of the proposed microlens cell. From top to 
bottom, it consists of a planar glass substrate with ITO electrode, liquid-1 (Glycerol), liquid-2 
(SL-5267), a bi-concave polymer base (NOA81) with gold and palladium electrode on the top 
surface, and a bottom glass substrate. The properties of the two employed liquids and polymer 
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base are listed in Table 3.1. The structure is very similar to that of the dielectric liquid microlens 
with well-shaped electrode in Chapter 3.1; the only difference is the shape of the polymer base.  
 
Figure 3.7: Side-view structure of the lens cell at (a) voltage-off state, and (b) voltage-on state. 
Because of the surface tension force of the droplet liquid, the shape of the droplet is 
curved and its surface is very smooth. Like a deformed elastic membrane [98], if we consider the 
surface of the droplet as a very thin elastic membrane, then the shape of the droplet can be 
expressed as Eq. (3.2) 
2 2 3 4 41 1( / 2 )( ) ( / 2 ) ( ) ....
2 16
y P S a r P S a r      (3.2) 
Here y is vertical axis and r is the horizontal axis passing through the droplet center, as 
shown in Figure 3.7(b). At y=0, r=a (the radius of droplet aperture). The droplet experiences a 
surface tension force S and a pressure force P. When the droplet radius is small, we can neglect 
the higher order terms in Eq. (3.2) and only keep the first item, which implies that the droplet 
presents a parabolic shape. When the droplet is activated, the external voltage causes the pressure 
force P to increase, which in turn changes the droplet’s shape. However, the droplet still keeps a 
parabolic shape. 
y
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a
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Figure 3.8: The device fabrication procedure: (a) UV exposure, (b) Peeling off the stamper, (c) Aligning 
the polymer bases under microscope, then coating Au + Pd electrode, and (d) Dropping liquids and 
sealing the cell. 
Figure 3.8 shows the device fabrication procedures, which are similar to the dielectric 
liquid lens with well-shaped electrode [32].The only difference is: after fabricating two sets of 
microlens pattern (Figure 3.8(a) and (b)), we carefully align them under the microscope to form a 
bi-concave polymer base. To prove concept, we deposited a conducting layer (alloy of gold and 
palladium) by using a sputter coater (from EMITECH) on the top surface of the base as the 
bottom electrode, as shown in Figure 3.8(c). The cell gap is ~270 m. A top view of the lens cell 
is shown in Figure 3.9(a).  
The performance of the dielectric liquid microlens wit 
h a bi-concave polymer base was evaluated through an optical microscope. A small 
number “2” as an object was placed under the microscope. Firstly, the distance between the 
object and the bottom glass substrate L, as shown in Figure 3.8(d) was set at 3 mm. Figure 3.9(b) 
shows the image observed through the microscope without any dielectric liquid microlens. Then 
we inserted the liquid lens in the optical path, refocused the microscope, and observed the 
images again. A virtual erect and diminished image was observed at V=0 (Figure 3.9(c)), which 
indicated that our lens showed a negative optical power. The image began to grow when actuated 
peel off
UV light
stamper adhesive
Au+Pd
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
objectL
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at 15Vrms, and kept growing as the voltage was further increased. This is because the droplet of 
liquid-2 gradually contracts as the driving voltage increases, leading to a reshaped droplet 
profile. As a result, the optical power of the top sub-lens (the positive liquid lens consisting of L1 
and L2) is enhanced, while that of the lower sub-lens (the bi-concave polymer base) keeps 
constant negative, thus the optical power of the entire liquid lens goes less negative, and the 
virtual erect image is magnified gradually, as shown in Figure 3.9(d) and Figure 3.9(e). At 
V=39Vrms, the image size (Figure 3.9(f)) was almost the same as that of the original image 
(Figure 3.9(b)). This implies that the optical power of the top and the lower sub-lenses are 
cancelled with each other, and the whole lens shows no optical power. At V=90Vrms, the image 
(Figure 3.9(g)) is still erect but the size is larger than that of the original image. Further 
contraction in the droplet eventually turns the whole lens into a positive optical power. 
 
Figure 3.9: (a) Top view of the device, and the image observed through the microscope at L=3mm (b) 
without any liquid lens (c)-(g) with the dielectric liquid microlens driven at different voltages, and at 
L=7mm (h) V=0, and (i) V=90Vrms. 
(f)
(b)
0Vrms
(c)
22Vrms
(e)
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In another experiment, we increased the distance between the target and the bottom glass 
substrate L to 7 mm. At V=0, the size of the erect image (Figure 3.9(h)) was further reduced as 
compared to that in Figure 3.9(c), because the distance between the object and the liquid lens 
was increased. At V=90Vrms, an upside down and diminished image (Figure 3.9(i)) was 
observed. These indicate that the focal length of our liquid lens is electrically tunable and its 
optical power can be continuously tuned between negative and positive. Chromatic aberration is 
observed in the images due to the material dispersion. The Abbe number of L2 is relatively small 
~22. Meanwhile, the curvature of the droplet increases with the operating voltage. As a result, 
the chromatic aberration is severe in the high voltage state [99]. To reduce chromatic aberration, 
we need to choose proper liquids with a large Abbe number. 
A small scatting is also observed due to slight nonuniformity of the well-shaped 
electrode, which originates from the slow stage rotation speed of the sputter coater. Coaxial 
design is important in order to maintain good optical functions of a liquid lens [31]. The optic 
axis of our liquid lens is slightly deviated from its normal because of the minor misalignment in 
the bi-concave polymer base and the nonuniformity of the bottom well-shaped electrode. The 
transmittance of our lens is ~50% at =550 nm. Most of the loss originates from absorption of 
the metal electrode (Au-Pd alloy) and from interface reflections. These drawbacks can be 
overcome by coating ITO electrode on a commercial bi-concave microlens and applying specific 
liquid confinement structures [31]. 
The BFD of the dielectric microlens shown above was measured through a microscope. 
Figure 3.10 shows the experimental set-up for the measurement. A resolution target placed 
directly above the lamp was used as an object for imaging, and the lens sample was placed on the 
stage of the microscope. A “red cross” was marked on the top glass substrate for focusing. At 
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first, we adjusted the stage until seeing a clear image of the “red cross”, and the position of the 
stage was marked as position A, as shown in Figure 3.10(b). Then we adjusted the stage to get a 
clear image of the target bar, and the position of the stage was marked as position B (Figure 
3.10(c)). Comparing the focal length with the object distance, the position of the object can be 
assumed as infinity. Thus the distance from position A to B is considered as BFD of the 
dielectric liquid microlens. The voltage dependent focal length is plotted in Figure 3.10(d) as 
blue dots. At V=0, the inherent focal length of the microlens is ~ -7.56 mm. As the voltage 
increases, the focal length firstly goes to negative infinity at V~39Vrms, and then comes in from 
positive infinity. At V=90Vrms, it is decreased to ~3.22 mm.  
 
Figure 3.10: (a) Experimental set-up for measuring the focal length, (b) Focusing on the top glass 
substrate, (c) Focusing on the image of the target, and (d) Measured focal length at various driving 
voltages. 
We also calculate the theoretical BFD in Zemax. The lens structure and parameters used 
for ZEMAX simulation are shown in Figure 3.11. The top surface of the droplet is considered as 
parabolic shape in the Zemax simulation. In the relaxed state, the measured apex distance is 
td~0.147 mm, and the calculated BFD is ~ 9.0 mm, while the measured BFD is ~ 7.56 mm. At 
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V=90Vrms, the measured D and td are ~0.606 mm and ~0.167 mm, respectively. The calculated 
BFD is ~2.49 mm, which is slightly shorter than the measured data (~3.22 mm) at V=90Vrms. 
These minor differences are attributed to the assumption of infinity object and the measurement 
error of lens dimension because it is difficult to precisely measure the dimension of such a small 
liquid droplet through an optical microscope. 
 
Figure 3.11: Lens structure and parameters for ZEMAX simulation. 
 
Figure 3.12: Experimental set-up for measuring the response time. 
Response time is another important issue for adaptive liquid lenses. In a dielectric liquid 
lens, the contracting speed of the droplet mainly depends on the dielectric force and the relaxing 
speed depends on the viscosity of the liquids and the related interfacial tensions [28]. Since the 
deformation of a liquid droplet profile is related to the balance of electric energy, surface energy, 
laser
spatial filter microlens
sample
Photo-receiver
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adhesion energy, and gravitational energy [26], it is very difficult to theoretically calculate the 
response time. Thus, we measured the lens response time using the set-up shown in Figure 3.12. 
The lens sample was mounted on a linear metric stage. A He-Ne (~633 nm) laser beam was 
collimated and expanded to illuminate the sample. A large area visible photo-receiver (Model 
2031, New Focus) connected to an oscilloscope (TDS 3032B, Tektronix) was used to measure 
the intensity variation induced by the dielectric liquid microlens. We applied a square voltage of 
90 Vrms (f ~300 Hz) to the lens cell. The contracting and the relaxing speed were measured to be 
~13 ms and ~ 18 ms, respectively.  
3.3 Electro-optical Properties of Dielectric Liquid Microlens  
 
Figure 3.13: (a) Side-view of the dielectric liquid lens cell and (b) Experimental set-up for measuring the 
electro-optical properties of liquid droplets. 
Figure 3.13(a) shows the side-view structure of a dielectric liquid lens cell. In the 
voltage-off state, the droplet is relaxed and has a spherical shape due to the balanced interfacial 
tension between droplet (liquid-2, L2)/dielectric layer, droplet (liquid-2)/surrounding liquid 
(liquid-1), and surrounding liquid (liquid-1, L1)/dielectric layer. The aperture of the droplet is 2a 
and the contact angle on the bottom dielectric layer is θ. When an AC voltage is applied to the 
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cell, the droplet experiences a nonuniform electric field. The dielectric particles on the droplet 
surface become electrically polarized as a result of partial charge separation, which leads to an 
induced dipole moment. The effective dipole moment is expressed as Eq.(3.3) [68] 
32 1
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where r is the radius of the droplet curvature, ε1 and ε2 are the dielectric constants of the 
surrounding liquid (L1) and the droplet (L2), respectively, and E denotes the electric field. 
Usually electric polarization responds to an electric field by shifting charge particles (electrons) 
around, which means it always some time for the charge particles to be accelerated and de-
accelerated. Therefore, the response to the field is dependent on the frequency of electric field. If 
the frequency is very high, the dielectric constants of ε1 and ε2 will approach to 1. In such a case, 
P equals 0 or is very small. Due to the dipole moment, the droplet surface bears a dielectric 
force: 
1
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From Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4), we can get Eq.(3.5) 
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Because of the curved droplet surface, the electric field exerting on the droplet has a 
gradient. According to our previous analysis [28], the strongest FDEP is at the border of droplet 
aperture. When the dielectric force is sufficiently strong, the liquid particles inside the droplet are 
forced to shift and the droplet surface is reshaped in order to reach a new force balance. 
According to Knollman's theory [98], if the interfacial surface tension of the droplet is 
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considered as that of the elastic membrane in a membrane-encapsulated lens, then the surface 
configuration of the droplet can be deduced in a cylindrical coordinate system (z, r) as expressed 
in Eq.(3.6): 
2 2( )
4
P
z a r
T
   (3.6) 
where P is the Laplace pressure of the droplet interface, T the  interfacial tension of the droplet, 
and a the aperture of the droplet.  According to Eq. (3.6), the surface configuration of the droplet 
exhibits a parabolic shape, and the shape of the droplet is dependent on the surface tension and 
the pressure P. Thus if the tension T is large and the aperture a is small, its parabolic shape can 
be approximated by a spherical shape. The error for such an approximation is negligible. 
Furthermore, usually T is constant, so the droplet shape is mainly governed by the change of P. 
From Eq. (3.5), FDEP can change the radius of the droplet, thus the pressure P is varied 
accordingly. 
A dielectric liquid microlens with the structure in Figure 3.13(a) was prepared by using 
SL-5267 and glycerol as L2 and L1, respectively. Their properties are listed in Table 3.1. The 
cell gap was ~100 μm. To characterize the electro-optical properties of the droplets, we used a 
simple set-up as Figure 3.13(b) depicts. A collimated He-Ne laser beam was used to probe the 
cell at normal incidence. The transmitted beam was expanded by an imaging lens and received 
by a photodiode detector. A diaphragm was placed right before the detector. At V=0, we adjusted 
the diaphragm aperture so that only part of the beam was received by the detector. When a 
sufficiently high voltage was applied to the sample, the focal length of the droplet became 
shorter, resulting in a decreased effective focal length of the system. Hence, the laser beam was 
expanded and the intensity received by the detector was decreased. 
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To study the electro-optical properties of the droplets, several liquid droplets with 
different aperture sizes were prepared and their surface profiles were observed using an optical 
microscope. We first selected a droplet with 210-µm-aperture (diameter) for investigation. 
Figure 3.14(a) shows the surface profile of the droplet. Its aperture is indeed quite circular. To 
analyze the focusing performance of the droplet, we used a CCD camera to capture the 
transmitted light spots. At V=0, a large light spot was observed (Figure 3.14 (b)), while at 60 
Vrms, the transmitted light was tightly focused and a small spot was obtained (Figure 3.14 (c)). 
This is because the droplet surface was reshaped and the focal length of the droplet was changed 
accordingly. Figure 3.15(a) shows the voltage-dependent light intensity measured through the 
droplet, during forward and backward scan, respectively. As the applied voltage increases from 0 
to 80 Vrms (f~300 Hz), the intensity decreases gradually, which implies the droplet shape has the 
tendency to contract. In the backward scan, the light intensity increases when the voltage 
decreases from 80Vrms to 0. These two curves overlap reasonably well, i.e., the hysteresis is small 
at high voltage. The hysteresis is mainly due to the interfacial tension of the oil droplet and the 
dielectric layer. Such a result shows that the droplet can recover to its initial state when the 
voltage is removed. 
 
Figure 3.14: Images observed through an optical microscope by focusing on (a) droplet surface, (b) 
Defocus state at V=0, and (c) Focus state at V=60 Vrms 
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Figure 3.15: Voltage-dependent intensity change of (a) a 210-µm-aperture droplet at f=300Hz at forward 
and backward scans, and (b) at f=300 Hz and 10 kHz frequencies. 
To study the frequency effect on the droplet shape change, we drove the droplets under 
different frequencies. The voltage-dependent intensity at 60 Hz, 300Hz, 500 Hz and 10 kHz were 
measured respectively. Figure 3.15(b) shows two curves of voltage-dependent intensity at 300 
Hz and 10 kHz, respectively. In the low voltage region, two curves overlap quite well. As the 
voltage exceeds 20 Vrms, frequency begins to impact the intensity change. The 10 kHz voltage 
leads to a smaller intensity change than that of 300 Hz, i.e., a lower frequency voltage causes a 
larger shape change. This is mainly due to the response of induced dipole moment to the 
frequency as analyzed above. As the electric field frequency increases significantly, the induced 
dipole moment of each liquid particle gets weaker so that it cannot follow the frequency change. 
Therefore, FDEP decreases resulting in a smaller droplet’s shape change. As the operating 
frequency increases, the ability of the voltage to deform the shape of the droplet decays. Because 
the droplet cell behaves likes a capacitor, the liquid will bear a large current at a high frequency. 
As a result, the droplet will be heated, the device performance will be deteriorated and the power 
consumption will be a concern. Ideally, the dielectric liquid droplet should be operated at a low 
frequency or DC voltage. For the device operating at 80 Vrms (300 Hz), the power consumption is 
estimated to be less than 0.5 mW. 
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Dynamic response is another important factor for the adaptive liquid lenses. To measure 
the response time, we used a digital oscilloscope to record the transient intensity change. Figure 
3.16(a) shows the measured response time of the 210-µm-aperture droplet at different square-
wave voltage bursts (f=300 Hz, 200-ms width). Both rise time (droplet reshapes from relaxed to 
contracted states) and decay time (the droplet reshapes from relaxed to contracted states) are 
measured, indicated by filled circles and open circles respectively. At V=50 Vrms, the rise time is 
~ 20ms. As the voltage increases, the rise time gradually decreases because of the increased 
dielectric force. However, the decay time is not sensitive to the applied voltage (or shape 
change). It fluctuates a little bit as the voltage changes, but on average the decay time is ~24 ms. 
 
Figure 3.16: Measured response time of (a) a 210-µm-aperture droplet at different voltages (solid circles: 
rise time, open circles: decay time), and (b) different-sized droplets under a square burst driving. 
We also measured the rise time and decay time of droplets with various sizes at a fixed 
voltage (50Vrms-squar-burst and 200-ms-width), as shown in Figure 3.16 (b). As the droplet 
aperture increases, the rise time does not change noticeably. However, the decay time increases 
gradually. For each droplet, the measured decay time has some fluctuations, as given by the error 
bar. A larger droplet needs a longer time to relax to its original shape. In general, the rise time is 
mainly dependent on the generated dielectric force, while the decay time is governed by several 
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factors, such as interfacial surface tensions, droplet size, and viscosity of the employed liquids. 
Theoretical calculation of decay time is rather difficult because its interfacial tension is difficult 
to measure. To improve decay time, it is desirable to choose liquid with low viscosity and large 
surface tension. The droplet cell should work in a suitable temperature range so that both 
viscosity and interfacial surface tension of the liquids can be taken into consideration. 
3.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we have demonstrated a tunable dielectric liquid microlens with well-
shaped electrode. The well-shaped electrode structure and the bi-convex shape of the liquid 
droplet both have the ability to generate an inhomogeneous electric filed, which not only fixes 
the position of the microlens but also reduces the operating voltage as compared to a microlens 
with common planar electrodes. A microlens with 1.8X optical zoom under V=88 Vrms is 
achieved. The transmission and scattering of the lens can be improved by coating ITO on the 
well-shaped polymer base. The response time can be shortened using low-viscosity liquids. Such 
a liquid microlens shows potential applications in cell phone cameras, imaging processing, 
optical communication and beam steering. We also propose the possibility of fabricating 
microlens arrays with different aperture and density using a simple method.  
We also have demonstrated a dielectric liquid microlens with switchable negative and 
positive optical power by introducing a bi-concave polymer base. Our approach enables focus 
tuning from negative to positive or vice versa in a single dielectric lens without any moving part. 
The focal length of our lens can be tuned from ~ -7.56 mm to infinity to ~3.22 mm when the 
voltage increases from 0 to 90 Vrms. The response time is reasonably fast: ~13 ms in rising and 
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~18 ms in relaxing. The dimension of the bi-concave polymer base can be specially designed to 
get the desired lens’ dynamic range. Such a liquid microlens will find potential applications in 
vision and imaging devices, especially in 2D-3D displays. 
To better understand the fundamental electro-optic properties of the dielectric liquid lens, 
we have studied the electro-optic characteristics of different liquid droplets. From our 
experimental results, we find that the surface of a droplet can be reshaped by an external voltage 
with negligible hysteresis. Both amplitude and frequency of the voltage affect the droplet shape 
change. With the same amplitude of the applied voltage, a lower frequency can cause a larger 
shape change. The rise time is dependent on the applied voltage, but the decay time is jointly 
determined by the interfacial surface tensions, droplet size, and viscosity of the employed 
liquids. Our study will help to optimize the lens performances by considering the impact of 
operating voltage and the droplet size. 
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CHAPTER 4 DISPLAYS AND OPTICAL SWITCHES BASED ON 
DIELECTROPHORETIC EFFECT 
4.1 Color Display Based on Dielectric-Effect Induced Light Channel 
In a common dielectric liquid lens, the apex distance of the droplet is much smaller than 
the cell gap in order to prevent the dome of the droplet from touching the top substrate [26-
28,32,36]. If it touches the top substrate in a voltage-on state, the lens performance will be 
severely degraded and the droplet will no longer return to its original shape [30]. When such a 
droplet is used for beam control, the control ability is rather limited and the required voltage is 
very high. In this chapter, we demonstrate a single-pixel transmissive color display based on 
dielectric effect-induced light channel. In a normal transmissive color liquid crystal display, e.g., 
TV, the displayed color is governed by the embedded color filters [19,100]. Each color filter 
transmits one designated color. The optical efficiency is only ~30%. In our approach, a colored 
droplet and a black surrounding liquid are adopted. In the voltage-off state, the incident beam is 
absorbed by the black surrounding liquid, resulting in a dark state. As the voltage increases, the 
droplet dome is uplifted by the dielectric force and touch the top substrate. A dielectric effect-
induced light channel is open and the incident beam is transmitted. More importantly, the liquid 
droplet returns to its initial state upon removing the voltage, and the pixel becomes dark again. 
The operating voltage is relatively low and the dynamic response is reasonably fast. 
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Figure 4.1: (a) Side-view structure of the cell at V=0 (b) Droplet dome touching the top substrate under a 
voltage, and (c) Enlarged touching area when the voltage is increased. 
Figure 4.1(a) shows the side-view structure of the droplet cell, which is very similar to 
that of dielectric liquid lens. A small amount of liquid-1 (L1, colored liquid) is dispensed on the 
dielectric layer surface of the bottom substrate to form a droplet. The liquid droplet has a fairly 
large surface tension. The area that the droplet contacts on the bottom surface is defined as the 
droplet aperture (A). Liquid-2 (L2, black liquid) with a relatively small surface tension filled the 
surrounding space. In the voltage-off state, the droplet is in a relaxing state. Its apex distance (t) 
is smaller than the cell gap (d), thus the dome of the droplet does not touch the top substrate. The 
incident beam is blocked by the black surrounding liquid and a dark state is obtained, as Figure 
4.1(a) shows. Such a structure is stable when the interfacial tension satisfies the following 
Eq.(4.1): 
1,21,12,1 cos DLDLLL    (4.1) 
where γ is the interfacial tension and subscripts L1, L2, and D1 represent liquid-1, liquid-2, and 
bottom dielectric layer, respectively, and θ is the contact angle of the droplet. When a voltage is 
applied to the cell, the droplet surface bears an inhomogeneous electric field. The dielectric force 
exerted on the droplet can be expressed as Eq.(4.2) [101]: 
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where ε0, ε1, and ε2 represent the permittivity of free space, liquid-1, and liquid-2, respectively, 
and E denotes the electric field on the curved droplet. If the applied voltage is high enough, the 
surface of the droplet can be reshaped adaptively in order to reach a new balanced state. If the 
condition t≥d is satisfied, the dome of the droplet will touch the top substrate surface, as shown 
in Figure 4.1(b). The contact area of the dome D will further enlarge with the increased voltage, 
thus more light will pass through, as Figure 4.1(c) shows. The shape of the droplet is fixed under 
a given voltage due to the balanced forces. However, this balance will be broken and the shape 
of the droplet will adjust itself adaptively when the voltage is removed. If the droplet (L1)’s 
surface tension is much larger than that of the top dielectric layer (D2) and surrounding liquid 
(L2), the dielectric layer will not be strong enough to maintain the shape of the droplet. The 
unbalanced surface tension will drive the droplet to its initial state, and the pixel will show dark 
(Figure 4.1 (a)) again.  
 
Figure 4.2: Force analysis (dielectric force and interfacial tensions) for the system balance. 
The detailed explanation is shown in Figure 4.2. If ε1 is larger than ε2, the generated 
dielectric force (Fd) orients in outward direction. Such a force has horizontal and vertical 
components, but only the horizontal component (Fdx) can deform the droplet. When the shape of 
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the droplet is stabilized, the dielectric force and the interfacial tensions satisfy the following 
relationship:  
1, 2 2, 2 1, 2 cosL D L D L L dxF       (4.3) 
where γL1, D2 and γL2, D2 denote the interfacial tension of L1/D2 and L2/D2, respectively, and φ is 
the contact angle of the droplet on the top substrate. If Fdx decreases, φ will increase accordingly 
to reach a new balance, as depicted in Figure 4.2. It means the contact area of the droplet has a 
tendency to shrink as the applied voltage decreases. From Eq. (4.3), if γL1, D2 >> γL2, D2, then 
removing the voltage (Fdx = 0) will cause the angle φ to be 180°, and the droplet will set apart 
from the top substrate and return to its original shape. 
Table 4.1: Properties of liquid-1 (L1: Glycerol, Sigma-Aldrich), liquid-2 (L2: ZLI-2585, Merck) 
Material Dielectric constant 
Surface tension 
(mN/m,@20°C) 
Density 
(g/cm
3
) 
Color 
L1 47 64 1.26 Clear 
L2 7 20 NA Clear 
To prove our concept, a droplet cell with the structure shown in Figure 4.1 (a) was 
fabricated. Liquid glycerol and dye-doped LC ZLI-2585 was chosen as the droplet material and 
surrounding liquid, respectively. Their properties are listed in Table 4.1. For white/black light 
switch, 1.5 wt% black dye was doped in a negative (dielectric anisotropy <0) LC mixture. The 
aperture of the droplet (A) is ~340 µm and the cell gap was ~ 200 µm. In principle, such a cell 
can restore a droplet with 400 µm maximum aperture without touching the top substrate. But to 
keep a safe distance from the droplet dome to the top surface, a smaller droplet size is preferred. 
The dye-doped LC is immiscible with the glycerol, and the absorption of dyes is isotropic due to 
random LC orientation. The black dye clusters was not stirred thoroughly, so that some of them 
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could float in the LC bulk. We internationally did this for two purposes: to clearly observe the 
motion of the LC fluid during droplet deforming, and to track the aperture change of the top 
terminal. 
 
Figure 4.3: A droplet cell for black/white switch driven at (a) V=0, (b) 25 Vrms, and (c) 40 Vrms.  
Figure 4.3(a) shows that at V=0, the droplet is covered by the dye-doped LC and the 
black dye clusters are randomly dispersed in the LC host. The dye clusters covering the top of 
droplet reveals that the droplet’s dome does not touch the top substrate in the relaxing state. The 
dome area gives a high brightness and only few dye clusters are dispersed in that area, indicating 
the dome is relatively close to the top substrate. It appears darker in the droplet periphery due to 
the absorption of randomly dispersed dye molecules. As the voltage (f~300 Hz) increases, the 
dye clusters over the dome center begin to move away. At V=25 Vrms, the dye clusters are 
pushed aside because the dome has just touched the top surface (Figure 4.3(b)). At V=40 Vrms, 
the contact area continues to grow and become flat (Figure 4.3(c)). Under such a circumstance, 
the incident light would pass through the liquid pipe with very little loss, except for the refraction 
of the off-axis light. Keep on increasing voltage does not alter the top aperture too noticeably. 
When the voltage is decreased to ~30 Vrms, the dye clusters begin to shift from periphery to dome. 
It means the dome of the droplet is separated from the top substrate. As the voltage is removed 
(V=0), the droplet returns to its original shape (Figure 4.3(a)) due to the large surface tension of 
glycerol. If the black liquid exhibits a high optical density, the reconfigurable droplet would act 
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as a high performance white light switch and the required operating voltage would be fairly low. 
It opens new applications for tunable iris, light shutter and white/black display.  
 
Figure 4.4: A droplet cell for black/red switch driven at (a) V=0, (b) V= 35 Vrms, (c) V=42 Vrms, (d) V=50 
Vrms.  
In addition to black/white switch, another black/red switch for color display is 
demonstrated. We mixed 4 wt% Rose Bengal with glycerol at room temperature and the mixture 
exhibited a brilliant red color. More importantly, Rose Bengal is immiscible with the black LC. 
The aperture of the red droplet is ~130m, and the cell gap is ~100 m. Figure 4.4 shows the 
black/red switching at various voltages. At V=0, the cell presented a very good dark state and the 
contour of the droplet was hardly resolved (Figure 4.4(a)). This is because the gap between the 
dome and top substrate is relatively large, and the gap is filled with the black LC. This layer of 
black LC highly absorbs the incident light, leading to a good dark state. As the voltage was 
increased to ~35 Vrms, a clear red circular area suddenly appeared, (Figure 4.4(b)). The red area 
represents the top terminal aperture D, as shown in Figure 4.1(b). The aperture kept growing 
when the voltage was gradually increased (Figure 4.4(c) and Figure 4.4(d)).Removing the 
voltage, the droplet returned to its original dark state (Figure 4.4(a)). Some tiny black particles 
were observed in the red spot, which may result from the undissolved dye clusters. 
The electro-optical properties of the device are investigated. The measurement set-up is 
shown in Figure 4.5. The cell was placed vertically, followed by an imaging lens and a 
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photodiode detector; a He-Ne laser was collimated and expanded to probe the cell at normal 
incidence. The response time was measured under a gated square-wave of 45 Vrms pulse (500 Hz). 
The time-dependent transmitted light intensity was recorded by a digital oscilloscope. The rise 
time and decay time is measured as ~18 ms and ~32 ms, respectively. The contrast ratio is 
measured as 10:1 using a 5-mW laser beam.  
 
Figure 4.5: Measurement set-up for electro-optical properties. 
Figure 4.6 shows another blue/white switch at various voltages. This time, we mixed 
1.5%wt blue dye (M-137, Mitsui Toatsu Dyes) with the surrounding LC mixture while kept the 
glycerol droplet no-dye-doped. The aperture of the red droplet is ~150 m, and the cell gap is 
~100 m. At V=0, the center area of the cell presents a blue color while the border area presents 
a black color (Figure 4.6(a)). The reason is that: from the center to the border, the gap between 
the dome of the droplet and the top substrate gradually increases, and the corresponding 
absorption increases accordingly. At V=25 Vrms, a weak white light spot with a fussy periphery 
starts to appear (Figure 4.6(b)). This is because the droplet’s dome is uplifted toward the top 
substrate and the blue LC layer thickness is reduced. At V= 30 Vrms, the dome slightly touches 
the top substrate surface, and the blue LC is pushed aside. A white circular spot having a very 
shape periphery comes into sight, together with some residual blue color (Figure 4.6(c)). At 
V=44 Vrms, the touching area is further enlarged because the dome largely touches the top 
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substrate, and there is no obvious noise in the background (Figure 4.6(d)). After removing the 
voltage, the droplet returns to its initial state and the pixel becomes blue again (Figure 4.6(a)).  
 
Figure 4.6: A droplet cell for blue/white switch driven at (a) V=0, (b) V= 25 Vrms, (c) V=30 Vrms, (d) 
V=44 Vrms. 
 
Figure 4.7: Two approaches for obtaining a wide-view and high transmittance display thru edge-lit 
backlight. 
To improve contrast ratio, a black isotropic liquid (rather than dye-doped liquid crystal) 
with a high optical density is desirable. Increasing the distance between droplet dome and top 
surface would improve the contrast ratio; however, the required voltage will increase accordingly. 
All in all, the droplet cell structure needs to be optimized to get the best performance. In the 
practical application, we may use a turning film and a mircolens array to redirect the backlight 
coming from the edge-lit system, widening the viewing angle and enhancing the light efficiency 
[102], as shown in Figure 4.7(a). To further simplify the system, a micro-lens embedded cell 
structure is introduced, as Figure 4.7(b) shows. To achieve a full color display, green and blue 
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color pixels need to be developed. We should find proper green and blue dopants (dissolvable 
with the glycerol but immiscible with the black liquid) or pure colored oils (immiscible with 
black liquid) for the devices. Pixel array, which are more attractive for practical applications, still 
needs to be further investigated. 
4.2 Color Display and Variable Optical Attenuator Based on Voltage-Stretchable Liquid Crystal 
Droplet 
4.2.1 Color Display Based on Voltage-Stretchable Liquid Crystal Droplet 
A transmissive color display based on DEP-induced light channel was demonstrated [37] 
in Chapter 4.1. At V=0, the incident light is absorbed by the black liquid, resulting in a dark state. 
As the voltage increases, the droplet dome touches the top substrate and becomes flat, a 
dielectric effect-induced light channel is open and the beam is transmitted. While the voltage is 
removed, the droplet recovers to its original spherical shape. This polarization-independent 
liquid display shows a reasonably fast response. However, the contrast ratio is only ~10:1. To 
achieve a wide viewing angle and high optical efficiency, an extra turning film and a microlens 
array are required in the integration with a conventional edge-lit backlight. Besides, it only works 
in transmisisve mode. 
In Chapter 4.2.1, we will discuss a single-pixel color display based on voltage-stretchable 
LC droplet. By choosing proper liquid materials, the dye-doped droplet shrinks with the smallest 
surface-to-volume ratio at V=0. As V increases, the droplet is stretched to spread like a film by 
DEP force. The gray scale is achieved by stretching the droplet to different extent. Upon 
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removing the voltage, the droplet returns to its initial state. Such a display does not need any 
polarizer and color filters. It shows wide viewing angle, good contrast ratio and large aperture 
ratio, as well as easy integration with the edge-lit backlight. Both transmissive and reflective 
modes can be configured. The relatively low operating voltage and reasonably fast transition 
speed make it promising for mobile displays.  
 
Figure 4.8: (a) Side-view of the cell structure at V-off, (b) black state at V-on, and (c) layout of the 
bottom substrate. The dimension of the hole and ITO stripes are not drawn by scale.   
Figure 4.8(a) shows the side-view structure of our proposed device. The droplet (L1) and 
the surrounding liquid (L2) are sandwiched between two glass substrates. The detailed layout of 
the bottom substrate is shown in Figure 4.8(c). Its inner surface is coated with interdigitated ITO 
electrodes (marked as red in Figure 4.8), on the top of which is a thin polyimide layer (PI2556, 
HD Microsystems, surface tension γP~40 mN/m, ~1 m thickness, not shown in Figure 4.8) and 
a hole-patterned Teflon layer (400S1-100-1, DuPont, γT ~19 mN/m, ~1 µm thickness, marked as 
gray in Figure 4.8). These two layers not only provide a suitable contact angle for the droplet 
[103,104], but also prevent the carrier injection into the cell. Therefore, our device is free from 
the concern of charge effect. The hole partially contacts with the electrodes, pinning down the 
position of the droplet. For most liquids with low surface tensions, their dielectric constants are 
usually very small (ε~5). While for the liquids with a large dielectric constant (such as water 
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ε~80 and glycerol ε~47), their surface tensions are usually very high (over 60 mN/m) at room 
temperature. To largely stretch the droplet under a low operating voltage, L1 should have a 
relatively low surface tension () and a large dielectric constant [35]. Here we chose a Merck LC 
mixture ZLI-4389 as L1 and silicone oil (from Sigma-Aldrich) as L2. These two liquids are 
immiscible with each other and match well in density. Their properties are listed in Table 4.2. 
The cell gap was controlled by spacers, and the periphery was sealed by glue.  
Table 4.2: Properties of liquid-1 (L1: ZLI-4389, Merck), liquid-2 (L2: Silicone Oil, Sigma-Aldrich) 
Material 
Dielectric 
constant 
Refractive 
index 
Density 
(g/cm
3
) 
Surface tension 
(mN/m,@20°C) 
L1 //=56,  =45.6 <n>~1.58 0.98 38 
L2 2.9 1.4 0.97 21 
At V=0, the LC droplet shrinks with the smallest surface-to-volume ratio, and only 
occupies a small area, as Figure 4.8(a) shows. When a voltage is applied to the bottom electrodes, 
a nonuniform lateral electric field is generated across the ITO stripes. The dielectric force, which 
is generated via interaction between electric field and the surface polarization induced on the 
dielectric liquid-liquid interface, is exerted on the liquid interface to deform the interface profile 
[105]. According to Kelvin’s theory, it can be expressed as Eq.(4.2) [101] Since the LC 
molecules on the droplet border are reoriented by the fringing field, the dielectric constant of the 
LC on the border is close to //=56, which is much larger than that of the silicone oil. Therefore, 
the droplet border bears the strongest dielectric force along the ITO stripe direction. When the 
voltage is high enough, in order to reach a new balance among the interfacial tension, friction 
force from the hole surface and the generated dielectric force, the LC droplet will be stretched 
outward along the stripes, partially blocking the incident light.  If the droplet is further stretched 
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to totally block the incident light, a black state is achieved, as shown in Figure 4.8(b). Removing 
the voltage, the droplet will quickly return to its original state because of interfacial tension. 
To prove concept, we fabricated a droplet cell with the structure shown in Figure 4.8(a). 
The LC droplet was doped with 1.2 wt% black dye (S-428, Mitsui Fine Chemicals). The droplet 
aperture (the diameter of the droplet’s touching area on the bottom substrate) is 800µm and the 
cell gap was 420m. The droplet initially does not appear circular because the hole patterned on 
the Teflon layer is not in perfect circular shape. 
 
Figure 4.9: Droplet deformation (black pixel switch) at various voltages. 
Figure 4.9 shows the droplet deformations as well as the pixel switch at various voltages. 
At V=0, the droplet shrinks to a small area. As the voltage is gradually increased to 25 Vrms, the 
droplet begins to stretch along the stripe electrodes. At V=35 Vrms, the deformation becomes 
more noticeable, and goes further with the increased voltage. Compared to the original black area 
at V=0, the black dispersion is stretched by 3X at V=60 Vrms, and 4.5X at V=75Vrms, 
respectively. In a practical display, we have to design the pixel and initial droplet size to achieve 
a suitable aperture ratio. For example, if the final dark state is that shown in Figure 4.9(e), then 
the aperture ratio is 67%. The aperture ratio can be further enlarged by increasing the voltage to 
further stretch the droplet. However, this will reduce the residual droplet volume in the hole. 
Then if we suddenly turn off the high operating voltage on an extremely stretched droplet, the 
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friction between the droplet and the surrounding liquid begins to play a key role in the recovering 
process. As a result, the residual droplet may be lifted off from the hole and no longer returns to 
its original state. 
In our experiments, we find that at V<35 Vrms, the rest part of the LC droplet (no 
embedded electrodes beneath) stays still, while at V>35 Vrms, it begins to move along with the 
stretched part (embedded electrodes beneath) in the hole area, as Figure 4.9(c) shows. The 
detailed explanation about the droplet movement is given as follows. When a small LC droplet is 
dispensed in the patterned hole, it exhibits a nearly spherical shape and a large contact angle on 
the bottom substrate. Under an operating voltage, the forces exerted on a small group of LC 
molecules near droplet border are shown in Figure 4.10. The molecules, which are close to the 
left edge of the liquid-liquid interface, experience the gravity (G) and supporting force (S), 
viscosity friction (V) and the surface tension (T) [105]. For the molecules close to the right edge 
of the liquid-liquid interface, besides the four forces mentioned above, they also experience the 
dielectric force (D), which is perpendicular to the interface between L1 and L2, orienting in 
outward direction. But only DRX (the horizontal component of the dielectric force on the 
molecules near the right edge) will deform the droplet. TRX  (TLX ) is the horizontal component of 
the interfacial tension on the molecules near the right (left) edge; VR (VL) is the viscosity friction 
on the molecules near the right(left) edge; θR ,θL is the contact angle of the right(left) edge on the 
bottom substrate. When DRX >TRX + VR, the molecules near the right edge begin to move along 
the ITO stripe direction, expanding the droplet surface and decreasing its contact angle (θR ,θL) 
on the bottom substrate. As a result, TLX  will increase accordingly. When it is large enough to 
overcome the viscosity friction (TLX>VL), the rest part of the droplet will start to move forward.  
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Figure 4.10: Dielectric force, interfacial tension and viscosity friction analysis. 
The switching time was measured by monitoring the time-dependent transmitted light 
intensity in a dark room. The expanding (recovering) time is defined as the time needed from the 
initial (stretched) shape to a stretched (initial) shape. Usually, a droplet stretched to a longer 
distance leads to a longer expanding and recovering time. Here we measured the switching time 
when the droplet was stretched to ~3X at 60 Vrms. Since the droplet aperture (800µm) is small, 
it cannot block the beam (in x-direction) even when it is extremely stretched. Therefore, we add 
a special black mask on the top substrate of the cell, in which only the area where the droplet 
travels through is transparent, as shown in Figure 4.11(a) and Figure 4.11(b).  
At V=0, a collimated and expanded He-Ne beam passes through with the highest 
transmittance 74.6%. At 60 Vrms (500 Hz) burst, the stretched droplet covers the whole 
transparent area, and the transmittance reaches the minimum 0.88%. The contrast ratio is 83:1. 
The expanding and recovering time were measured as 260 ms and 500 ms, respectively, as 
shown in Figure 4.11(c).The corresponding travel speeds are estimated to be ~6.1 mm/s and ~3.2 
mm/s. respectively. Such results are comparable to electrofluidic displays (~2.65 mm/s) [106]. 
The short delay in the transmitted light intensity (the curve in the pink circle) may result from the 
size mismatch between the black mask and the stretched droplet. The length of the stretched 
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droplet may be slightly longer than that of the transmitted area of the black mask (l).The cycle 
driving with two periods shows that the LC droplet returns to its original state quite well. 
 
Figure 4.11: Measurement of the switching time.  
Due to the facility limitation in our lab, the smallest droplet (or the smallest hole pattern 
on the Teflon layer) we can fabricate is 500m. Since a typical sub-pixel size of LCD is 
~240m*80m, an 80-m-aperture LC droplet would cover the whole sub-pixel when it is 
stretched to 3X. Under the same travel speeds, the expanding and recovering time would be 
reduced to ~26 ms and ~50 ms. To work in a reflective mode, a mirror was added as the reflector 
to the bottom substrate and the reflectance was measured to be ~60% (without AR coating).  
We also demonstrated a red and blue pixel switch for color displays. In a conventional 
transmissive color LCD, the color is displayed by the embedded color filters [107]. To achieve 
color filter free, we adopted dye-doped LC droplets [100,108]. They are doped with 1.5 wt% 
blue dye (M-137, Mitsui Toatsu Dyes) and 1.2 wt% red dye (Oklahoma dyes C10) respectively. 
Their aperture is 500 m, and the cell gap is 400 m. At V=0, the two droplets have the 
smallest surface-to-volume ratio (Figure 4.12(a)). They show a dark color due to the strong 
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absorption from the thick LC layer. As the voltage increases, they are gradually stretched, and 
the dispersion at 35 Vrms and 50 Vrms are shown in Figure 4.12(b) and Figure 4.12(c), 
respectively. The color becomes brighter when the thickness of the LC layer is gradually reduced 
by stretching.  
 
Figure 4.12: Droplet deformation (blue and red pixels) at various voltages. 
Due to the molecular structure difference in doped dyes, the blue and red droplets have 
slightly different stretches at the same applied voltage. Even for one droplet, it is not uniformly 
stretched along the stripe direction. Because some dyes are not very well dissolved in the LC, 
some residual dye clusters form bumpers on the bottom substrate. Besides, a uniform Teflon 
coating is critically needed in order to achieve a uniform droplet stretching. Compared to the 
abovementioned black droplet, these two colored droplets with smaller apertures need a lower 
voltage to achieve similar aperture ratio. The operating voltage for an 80-m-aperture LC droplet 
will be even lower. 
We also demonstrated a 1×6 colored droplet array. The droplet aperture is 500m, and 
the cell gap is 400m. A top view of the cell at V=0 is shown in Figure 4.13(a), and the 
switching at 50Vrms is shown in Figure 4.13(b). In practical application, a large-scale droplet 
array is required. These droplets should be separated by a patterned grid (such as black matrices) 
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to avoid the crosstalk. How to fabricate a uniform hole-array on a thin Teflon layer as well as 
dispensing uniform droplets into the holes is still a challenge. 
 
Figure 4.13: 1×6 droplet array switching 
From the above experimental results, the selected ZLI-4389 material plays a key role in 
our device. Such a LC material exhibits a high dielectric constant and medium surface tension. 
Therefore, the droplet can be largely stretched by a relative low voltage. Otherwise, the droplet 
deformation will be very limited even under a very high voltage [28,32,33,109,110]. In our 
device, the electric field penetration depth is quite small (less than 10 µm at the highest voltage), 
and most LC in its bulk is randomly orientated. In this case, the device is polarization insensitive. 
To further decrease the operating voltage, interdigitated ITO electrodes with a smaller electrode 
gap can be considered. To further enlarge the aperture ratio, a zigzag striped electrode can be 
adopted, thus the droplet will be stretched in both elongated and sidewise directions [35]. The 
contrast ratio depends on the thickness of the area covered by LC and the dye concentration. A 
higher dye concentration will lead to a larger absorption even though the stretched LC layer is 
thin. The response time is governed by the liquid interfacial tension, flow viscosity, as well as 
travel distance. Surrounding liquid with low viscosity helps to improve the travel speed. 
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4.2.2 Variable Optical Attenuator Based on Dielectrically Stretched Liquid Crystal Droplet 
Variable optical attenuator (VOA) has been widely used in fiber-optic communication, 
photonic signal processing, sensing as well as testing instruments. Various approaches have been 
proposed in the past years. MEMS VOAs [111,112] have a microsecond response time, but the 
microshutters (or the reflective micromirrors) bring up the reliability issue and it is difficult to 
integrate with other planar optical elements. Microfluidic VOAs alter the refractive index of the 
fluid within microchannels to control the beam reflection or refraction [113,114]. They are 
attractive for easy in-plane integration and biochemical sensing, but the inconvenient driving 
scheme and fabrication procedures (one step or multistep photolithography and soft lithography) 
limit their applications. VOAs based on LCs [115-122], DEP effect [33,34,79] and 
electrowetting [17,22,41] have no moving parts. Nematic liquid crystal VOAs have the 
advantages of low cost, low optical loss, low power consumption, and grayscale capability, but 
the response time is relatively slow [115-117] and most of them are polarization dependent. 
Polymer-network liquid crystal (PNLC)-based VOAs exhibit a fast response time at room 
temperature, but they show strong light scattering and need a relatively high operating voltage 
[118,119]. On the other hand, sheared PNLC has lower driving voltage and negligible light 
scattering, but the mechanical shearing process adds fabrication complexity [120]. Polymer-
dispersed liquid crystal, in principle, is polarization independent, but to keep a large dynamic 
range and a small polarization dependent loss (PDL) simultaneously is a challenging task 
[121,122]. Most DEP [33,34,79] and electrowetting [17,22,41] VOAs only work in the visible 
spectral region. For fiber communications, an electrowetting lens-based broadband VOA has 
been reported [41]. This device adopts an electronically controlled optical wedge to vary the tilt 
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angle of the output beam which in turn changes the coupling efficiency. It shows broadband 
operation at C-Band, ~40 dB dynamic range, 0.3 dB PDL and <100 ms switching time, but the 
insertion loss is ~4.3 dB.  
In this chapter, we will demonstrate a VOA based on dielectrically stretched LC droplet 
for C-Band operation. It utilizes a stretchable LC droplet to deflect the incident beam. In the 
voltage-off state (V=0), the beam passes through the VOA without any deflection. As the voltage 
increases, the LC droplet surface is gradually stretched by the dielectric force, which deflects the 
incident beam leading to the attenuated transmission. The demonstrated VOA shows broadband 
operation over the C-Band (1530-1560 nm), and ~32 dB dynamic range, ~0.7 dB insertion loss, 
~0.3 dB PDL and ~20 ms switching time at =1550 nm. The peak operating voltage is ~40Vrms. 
 
Figure 4.14: (a) Side-view structure of the VOA at V=0, (b) V>0, and (c) the layout of the interdigitated 
ITO electrode and Teflon layer on the bottom substrate (The size of the hole and the width of electrode 
strips are not drawn by scale.) 
Figure 4.14(a) shows the side-view structure of the proposed device. It is very similar to 
that shown in Figure 4.8 and same liquids are employed. The only difference is that the 
surrounding liquid is transparent without any dye clusters. The aperture (the diameter of the 
touching area on the bottom substrate) and apex distance of the droplet is ~450 µm and ~200 µm, 
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respectively. The cell gap is ~270 µm. The width and gap of the interdigitated ITO electrodes are 
both 10 µm. 
The incident beam from a single mode fiber (SMF) is intentionally adjusted to pass near 
the droplet’s border, where a maximum change in the droplet’s surface occurs, as Figure 4.14(a) 
shows. At V=0, the droplet shrinks in the hole with the smallest surface-to-volume ratio. The 
incident beam stays aligned with the output SMF for a maximum coupling and the smallest 
attenuation. When a voltage is applied to the bottom electrodes, as we have explained in Chapter 
4.2.1, the LC droplet will be stretched outward along the electrodes by the dielectric force. As a 
result, the incident beam will be deflected when it hits the stretched droplet’s surface, leading to 
a deceased coupling with the connecting SMF, as Figure 4.14(b) shows. Upon removing the 
voltage, the droplet will quickly return to its original state because of the interfacial tension. 
 
Figure 4.15: Experimental set-up for characterizing the VOA sample. 
Figure 4.15 shows the experimental set-up for characterizing the VOA sample. The free-
space beam from a tunable laser light source (ANDO AQ4321D, λ= 1.52-1.62 µm) propagates 
through the input SMF. Its polarization state is manually adjusted by a fiber polarization 
controller (FPC560, Thorlabs). After being collimated by the fiber lens-1, the beam propagates to 
the fiber lens-2 and the connected output SMF. The output beam is monitored by an optical 
power meter (ANDO AQ8201-21). The fiber lenses are gradient index (GRIN) type devices 
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enabling a near zero free-space-to-SMF coupling loss with the self imaging configuration [123]. 
The distance of the two GRIN lenses was fixed at ~4 cm. The VOA sample was vertically placed 
between them. The incident beam from lens-1 passed the edge of the liquid droplet. 
 
Figure 4.16: Measured attenuation and PDL vs. operating voltages (λ=1550nm). 
Figure 4.16 shows the measured voltage-dependent attenuation and PDL of the VOA 
sample at 1550 nm. At V=0, the beam propagated through the cell with a ~0.7 dB insertion loss 
and ~0 dB PDL. As the voltage increases, the attention first increases and reaches a maximum 
value of ~33 dB at V=40.4 Vrms. Thus, the dynamic range is ~32 dB. As the voltage keeps 
increasing, the attenuation gradually decreases to ~5.32 dB at V=80 Vrms. The reason for the 
observed phenomena is explained as follows. At V=0, the incident beam stays aligned with the 
output SMF for the smallest attenuation (Figure 4.17(a)). When the voltage is high enough, the 
LC droplet begins to stretch along the electrodes by the dielectric force. As a result, it gradually 
covers the incident beam. Instead of propagating through a pure silicone oil (L2) layer, the beam 
goes through the LC droplet and silicone oil sequentially. Due to the refractive index mismatch 
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between these two liquids, the liquid-liquid interface deflects the incident beam away from the 
output SMF (Figure 4.17(b)-(c)). Thus, the attenuation increases accordingly, and it reaches a 
maximum when the output beam is totally decoupled from the output SMF (Figure 4.17(d)). 
However, further increasing the voltage will reduce the beam deflection and lower the 
attenuation, because extremely stretching the droplet will lead to a flatter liquid-liquid interface 
in the beam path (Figure 4.17(e)-(f)). From the above discussion, we can see that the most 
effective working window for the proposed VOA is that shown from Figure 4.17(a) to Figure 
4.17(d).  
 
Figure 4.17 . Droplet surface stretching and beam deflection with increased voltage. 
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Figure 4.18: Measured VOA broadband operation at (a) V=25Vrms (~5dB attenuation setting), (b) 
V=30Vrms (~20dB attenuation setting) and (c) V=35Vrms(~30dB attenuation setting) for C-Band 
operations with OSA resolution of 10 dB/Div, and (d) measured high resolution VOA broadband 
response at V=20Vrms (~3dB attenuation setting) with OSA resolution of 2 dB/Div. 
As a comparison, the PDL keeps increasing with the operating voltage consistently. It is 
~0.3 dB at V=40.4 Vrms and ~1 dB at V=80 Vrms. PDL is induced by the birefringence effect of 
the LC material [124], and the acceptable PDL for VOAs should be less than 0.5 dB within the 
0-10 dB range. As the voltage increases, more LC molecules are reoriented along the electric 
field so that the PDL increases correspondingly. In the proposed VOA, the LC droplet is quite 
large (aperture ~450 µm, apex distance ~200 µm). Thus, even at 40Vrms only a very thin LC 
layer (very close to the bottom substrate) is affected by the electric fields, while the bulk LC 
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molecules are still randomly oriented. Therefore, our device keeps a small PDL at the effective 
working window.  
Figure 4.18 (a)-(c) shows the broadband VOA operation with an attenuation setting of 5 
dB, 20 dB and 30 dB for the telecommunication C-Band (1530 - 1560 nm) respectively. The 
OSA (Optical Spectrum Analyzer) resolution is 10 dB/Div. The attenuation at a given voltage is 
quite inert to the operating wavelength. Figure 5(d) shows the broadband VOA operation for the 
attenuation settings of ~3 dB with a higher OSA resolution (2 dB/Div). The maximum in-band 
attenuation variation is measured to be ±0.124 dB. The small oscillations of each curve may 
come from the interference of the two substrate surfaces.  
 
Figure 4.19: Measured switching time at V=40Vrms (λ=1550nm). 
Response time is another important issue for a VOA. Due to the facility limitation, 
instead of using the experimental set-up shown in Figure 4.15, we adopted a 1550nm laser diode 
(LAS DFB-1550, LaserMax), photo-receiver (Model 2031, New Focus) and oscilloscope (TDS 
3032B, Tektronix) in our measurement. The response time was measured by monitoring the 
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time-dependent transmitted light intensity. At 40 Vrms (500Hz) square voltage bursts, the fall 
(droplet stretching) and rise (droplet recovering) times were measured to be ~19.2 ms and 26.2 
ms, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.19.  
The dynamic range can be enlarged by adopting two liquids with a larger refractive index 
difference. The insertion loss can be reduced by using AR coating and high quality Teflon layer 
on the glass substrates. The PDL can be further reduced by increasing the droplet size (especially 
the apex distance of the droplet), but this will lead to a larger insertion loss since the cell gap is 
increased. The switching time is affected by the liquid interfacial tension and flow viscosity, and 
it can be improved by using a surrounding liquid with lower viscosity. 
4.3 Optical Switch Based on Variable Aperture 
An intensity modulator based on a stretchable LC droplet has been demonstrated in 
Chapter 4.2 [35,38]. To obtain a large aperture change, the stretched droplet should travel a long 
distance so that a large area can be covered. Accordingly, when the droplet is relaxed, it will 
travel the same distance to return to its original shape. Largely stretching the surface of a droplet 
will causes two problems: high operating voltage due to the large stretching, and slow response 
due to the long distance travel.  
In Chapter 4.3, we will discuss an optical switch based on variable aperture. Figure 4.20 
shows the device structure and the surface stretching of a ring-shaped liquid droplet at various 
voltages. The cross-sectional structure of the pixel is shown in Figure 4.20(a). It consists of a 
bottom glass substrate, interdigitated ITO electrodes, a polymer hole, a ring-shaped liquid 
droplet, and a top glass substrate. Both substrates are coated with Teflon (~18 mN/m), Figure 
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4.20(b) shows the top-view structure of the pixel, which is confined by a polymer hole. A liquid 
forms a ring shape on the inside wall of the polymer hole due to the super hydrophobic Teflon 
layer coated on the top and bottom substrates. At V=0, the pixel has the maximum aperture. 
When a voltage is applied to the electrode, the surface of the liquid is stretched towards the 
center of the opening by the dielectric force [35,38]., causing the aperture of the pixel to decrease, 
as shown in Figure 4.20(c) and Figure 4.20(d). Upon removing the voltage, the stretched liquid 
returns to its initial state. Instead of stretching along one direction, the ring-shaped liquid 
stretching along radial direction exhibits a relatively fast response time (~10 ms) and high 
aperture ratio (~80%). Moreover, the proposed device has following advantages: simple structure, 
easy fabrication, and good mechanical stability. For a large area optical switch or display, we can 
simply build a two-dimensional pixel array.  
 
Figure 4.20: Device structure and the surface stretching of a ring-shaped liquid droplet at various voltages. 
To demonstrate the proposed optical switch, we prepared a liquid cell according to the 
fabrication procedures depicted in Figure 4.21. Firstly, a UV curable monomer, such NOA65 
(~40mN/m), was spread on a thin glass substrate using a steel blade (Figure 4.21(a)). Secondly, 
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the film was exposed to UV light through a photomask (Figure 4.21(b)). Thirdly, the uncured 
monomer was completely rinsed off with ethanol and a solid hole-patterned polymer film was 
obtained (Figure 4.21(c)). Then the film was peeled off and tightly stacked to another glass 
subtract, which was already coated ITO electrode and a thin Teflon layer (Figure 4.21(d)). To 
generate fringing fields, interdigitated ITO electrodes with 10-m width and 10-m gap was 
adopted. Then the holes were filled with a suitable liquid, which was mixed with a solvent (such 
as dichloromethane) (Figure 4.21(e)). The solvent serves for two purposes: it decreases the 
surface tension of the liquid and controls the amount of the liquid in the hole. After evaporation, 
a tiny amount of liquid was retained in each hole. Due to the uniform attraction of the polymer 
wall surface and the super hydrophobic Teflon layer on the substrates, it forms a ringed shape 
(Figure 4.21(f)). To prevent any liquid leakage, the top surface of the polymer hole array was 
tightly sealed by another Teflon-coated glass substrate (not shown here).  
 
Figure 4.21: Fabrication procedure of an optical switch with bracelet-like liquid on the polymer wall 
surface of each pixel hole 
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Based on the abovementioned procedures, a hole-array polymer film was prepared. Each 
hole exhibits an octagon shape and its aperture is ~ 0.23 mm. The thickness of the polymer film 
is ~0.2 mm. Nematic LC Merck ZLI-4389 was chosen as the liquid because of its large dielectric 
constant (//=56,  =45.6) and medium surface tension (~38 mN/m). To easily prove the 
aperture change, the LC was mixed with 1.5 wt% red dye (C10 Oklahoma dyes). 
Dichloromethane was used as the LC solvent, and the LC concentration was ~15 wt% before 
evaporation.  
Figure 4.22 depicts the aperture change under various voltages. At V=0, the central area 
of the pixel is clear and a dark ring is formed around the aperture edge (Figure 4.22(a)). It is 
mainly caused by the absorption of the dye and deviation of the curved liquid surface. When a 
voltage is applied to on the bottom substrate, nonuniform fringing fields are generated across the 
ITO stripes, and the ringed LC experiences a dielectric force. The force stretches the LC 
molecules along the ITO stripe direction. Due to the adhesive force between LC and polymer 
wall as well as the cohesive force between adjacent LC molecules, the surface of the LC begins 
to spread. At V=45Vrms, the LC ring expands as Figure 4.22(b) shows.  As the voltage keeps 
increasing to 54Vrms, the LC spreads further toward the center of the pixel (Figure 4.22(c)). The 
reduced aperture is not quite circular because the dielectric force exerted on the LC ring is 
asymmetrical. The force along the ITO stripe is larger than that along the perpendicular direction. 
At 60 Vrms, the opening area shrinks largely (Figure 4.22(d)) and at 65Vrms it is almost closed 
(Figure 4.22(e)). Finally at 70 Vrms, the whole aperture is covered by the LC (Figure 4.22(f)). 
Due to the large expansion of the LC ring, the dark area at the aperture border is significantly 
decreased in comparison to that observed in Figure 4.22(a). After removing the voltage, the 
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stretched LC surface returns to its original shape (Figure 4.22(a)) because the bottom Teflon 
surface cannot hold the LC layer in the hole area. 
 
Figure 4.22: The aperture of a pixel changed with different voltages. 
For two-dimensional optical switches and displays, a pixel array is desirable. The density 
of the pixel is dependent on the pattern of the employed photomask. The polymer matrix is 
mixed with ~1 wt% black dye (S-428 Mitsui) in order to obtain a dark background. To 
demonstrate a color light switch, we filled the holes with a red dye-doped LC. Figure 4.23(a) 
(upper left) shows 33 pixels at V=0. For each pixel, the transmittance reaches the highest at 
V=0. As the voltage increases to 80Vrms, each aperture is closed and a reddish color is observed, 
as Figure 4.23(a) (upper right) shows. Due to the defects of some ITO stripes, light leakage 
(short white bars) in some pixels is observed, which indicates the LC surface in those areas is 
disconnected. Once the voltage is removed, these stretched liquids with defect can quickly and 
safely recover to their original states. While the pixel (in the top left corner) was totally covered 
by the LC cannot return to its original state quickly. It has to wait for some time until the LC 
surface breaks up by itself. As a result, its response speed is slow.  
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
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Figure 4.23: Hole array at (a) V=0 (left sub-fiure) and V=80 Vrms with or without surface defects (right 
sub-figure), and (b) V=0 (left sub-figure) and V=80 Vrms with normally filled or excessively filled LC 
(right sub-figure, the holes in middle column are excessively filled).  
To form a LC ring, the amount of LC filled in each hole should be properly controlled. 
Figure 4.23(b) shows another 33 pixel array filled with different filling amounts of LC: the 
pixels in the left and right columns with normal filling and that in the middle column with 
excessive filling. At V=0, the pixels in the left and right columns show the highest transmittance. 
While for the pixels in the middle column, their apertures are totally covered by the LC, which 
indicates these holes are filled with too much LC. At V=80Vrms, pixels in the left and right 
columns are covered by the expanded LC surface except some defect segments. While pixels in 
the middle column become even darker. Although the LC can still be reoriented by the voltage, 
they do not switch light. On the contrary, if the LC filling is insufficient, then a higher voltage is 
(a)
(b)
250 µm
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required to make it expand and cover the hole aperture. Moreover, the formed LC layer in the 
aperture will be too thin to effectively switch the light. 
From Figure 4.22(a), the amount of LC in the hole can be roughly estimated. Here the 
aperture is ~230 µm and the width of LC ring is ~22 µm. If the thickness of aperture is equal to 
that of the LC ring, then the LC occupies ~20% of the hole space. That means the maximal 
aperture ratio is ~80%. Increasing the LC volume in the hole will decrease the aperture ratio. 
Thus, the tradeoff between aperture ratio and operation voltage needs to be taken into account 
when optimizing the device performance.  
 
Figure 4.24: Aperture change of a pixel filled with black LC. (a) V=0, (b) V=80 Vrms, and (c) time 
dependent transmitted light intensity.  
To switch white light, we filled some pixels with black dye-doped LC (~1.5 wt% black 
dye). Figure 4.24(a) and Figure 4.24(b) show the aperture change of one pixel at V=0 and V=80 
Vrms, respectively. At V=0, the aperture has a maximum opening and the transmittance is the 
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highest. At V=80 Vrms, the aperture is narrowed down dramatically and transmittance is reduced. 
The dynamic response of the pixel is shown in Figure 4.24(c). Two cycles (red lines) show the 
time-dependent transmitted light intensity. The stretching and recovering times are measured to 
be ~10 ms and ~10 ms, respectively.  
Although only LC is employed in the pixels, their electro-optic properties are stable even 
when the cell is placed in vertical position. One reason is that the LC cannot wet the top and 
bottom glass substrates due to the low surface tension of Teflon layer on the substrate, thus it 
only adheres tightly to the inside wall of the chamber. Furthermore, because of the small LC 
amount in each chamber, the gravity effect is negligible when the surface tension plays the major 
role. Given the polymer film is ~0.2 mm thick, the thickness of the stretched LC layer is 
estimated to be ~40 µm at V=80Vrms. Since the electric field penetration depth is quite small, 
most LC molecules and black dyes in such a thick layer are hardly reoriented by the fringing 
filed and still randomly orientated. Therefore, the proposed optical switch is polarization 
insensitive. 
4.4 Optical Switch at 1550nm Based on Position-shifting Liquid Droplet  
Fluidic optical switch is an attractive device for light shutter, variable optical attenuator, 
adaptive iris, and display. Various optical switches, such as polymer-dispersed liquid crystal 
(PDLC) [121,125-127], microfluidic [128,129], electrowetting [17,19,22,41,100],and 
dielectrophoretic effect [30,33-35,78] have been developed. However, most of these approaches 
are aimed for visible light and very few are suitable for IR applications [130]. 
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PDLC, which controls the incident light by scattering, has been proposed for IR light 
switch [121]. PDLC has some advantages, such as polarization independence, simple structure, 
and easy fabrication. But because of the forward scattering, its optical attenuation is very 
sensitive to the distance between the device and the detector. Microfluidic devices have also 
been demonstrated to modulate IR light. Liquid flows into microchannels under a pressure and 
IR light is switched by manipulating the liquid’s position. However, such a device requires a 
mechanical driving system [128] or a complicated fabrication procedure [129] or both. 
Electrowetting devices steer the IR light either by the total internal reflection from a mercury 
slug [17] or by the deflection from a tunable liquid-liquid interface [41] With rapid development 
in optical communications, IR light switch has become a key component for regulating the 
optical power in an optical system. Therefore, it is highly desired to develop a high performance 
IR light switch.  
In this chapter, we demonstrate an IR light switch with a glycerol droplet. In comparison 
to conventional liquids, glycerol has two unique merits: high absorption at 1.55 m and large 
dielectric constant. The former enables the glycerol droplet to evade or block the incident IR 
beam effectively, while the latter helps to lower the operation voltage. By using a 4.5-mm 
diameter glycerol droplet, we have demonstrated an IR light switch with ~95:1 contrast ratio and 
~200 ms response time.  
Figure 4.25(a) shows the cross-sectional structure of the liquid cell at V=0. Two 
immiscible liquids are sandwiched between glass substrates. One liquid (L1) forms a droplet and 
the other liquid (L2) fills the surrounding. The two liquids are density matched, thus the gravity 
effect during the droplet shifting is negligible when the cell is placed in vertically direction. 
Moreover, L2 helps to enhance the mechanical stability of the device, in case of shaking or 
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vibrating. To actuate the droplet, the inner surface of the bottom glass substrate is coated with 
interdigitated electrodes (marked in red), followed by a thin dielectric layer (PI2556, from HD 
Microsystems, surface tension γP~40 dynes/cm, marked in green) and a thin Teflon layer 
(marked in shades) sequentially. A hole, partially contacting with the edge of the striped 
electrodes, is patterned on the Teflon layer, pinning down the droplet position at the relaxed 
state. Both the PI layer and Teflon layer help to prevent the carrier injection from the electrodes, 
because of their high dielectric breakdown voltage and low leakage density. Due to the low 
surface tension of Teflon, the droplet exhibits a minimal surface-to-volume ratio on the Teflon 
surface.  
 
Figure 4.25: Schematic structure of the cell and its operation mechanism. (a) The droplet pinned 
down on the hole surface at V=0, (b) the droplet moved to the right side at V=V1, and (c) the top 
view showing the position of the droplet at V=0 and V=V1. The droplet size and electrode 
dimensions are not drawn by scale 
   Teflon       V=0       V=V1    Electrode 
(c) 
V 
   L-1 
L-2 
Teflon  Dielectric layer  Electrode 
1 2 
3 
(a) 
Fd 4 2 
3 3 
5 1  
(b) 
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For a stable droplet without any external force, the interfacial tensions should satisfy 
following relation [101]: 
1 3 2cos      (4.4) 
where 1, 2, and 3 denote the interfacial tension of L1/dielectric layer, L2/Teflon, and L1/L2, 
respectively, and  is the contact angle of L1 on the Teflon surface. When a voltage is applied, 
the droplet experiences a dielectric force (also called Maxwell’s stress) expressed by Eq.(4.2) 
[39,101]. The system balance shown in Eq. (4.4) is broken because of the dielectric force. If εL-1 > 
εL-2, then the droplet is shifted rightwards to the region with high electric field intensity, as 
shown in Figure 4.25(b). When the whole droplet is pulled to the region with embedded 
electrodes, it will stop shifting because the left side and right side of the droplet bears the same 
strength of the dielectric forces but in opposite directions. If the voltage is further increased, the 
droplet may be stretched along the striped electrodes in both directions, instead of being shifted 
only rightwards.  
The motion of the droplet can be well explained based on the balance between the 
dielectric force and interfacial tensions. If the droplet reaches a stable state as shown in Figure 
4.25(b), then along the ITO stripe direction, the system satisfies the following Eq. (4.5): 
'
1 2 3 4 3 5cos cosdF             (4.5) 
where 4 and 5 denote the interfacial tension of L1/Teflon and L2/dielectric layer, respectively; 
Fd is the horizontal component of dielectric force and  is the contact angle of L1 on the PI 
surface. From Eq. (4.5), as Fd increases, 4 and  will change accordingly before the whole 
droplet totally shifts to the region with embedded electrodes. If the surface tension of the droplet 
is very large, the change of  is rather limited. Instead, 4 will be the main varying factor because 
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the droplet will go through a surface change from the dielectric layer surface to Teflon when it 
shifts rightwards. If ≈, then Eq. (4.5) is simplified to Eq. (4.6) 
4 5 1 2  dF        (4.6)  
When the voltage is removed (Fd =0), the force balance in Eq. (4.6) is broken again. Since 
4+5>1 +2, the droplet will be pulled back to its original position by interfacial tensions. To 
further illustrate the device structure, Figure 4.25(c) depicts the top view of the device. 
Compared with the position at V=0, the shifted droplet at V=V1 covers a new area in addition to 
the overlapped region. The alternation between the original state (V=0) and the shifted state 
(V=V1) can be used for light switch.  
 
Figure 4.26: Simulated electric field distribution: (a) along x-axis and (b) along z-axis. The ITO electrode 
width is 100 m, electrode gap is 20 m, and the distance along z-axis to the electrode surface is 50 m. 
The device structure is not drawn by scale. 
To generate fringing fields, we adopt ITO electrodes as Figure 4.25(c) shows. The 
electric field distribution is simulated (Techwiz software) using Cartesian coordinate system. The 
x-axis is perpendicular to the stripe and z-axis is perpendicular to the glass surface. The ITO 
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electrode width is 100 m and electrode gap is 20 m. The cell gap is 50 m. Figure 4.26 shows 
the simulated electric field intensity distribution at V=100 Vrms. The electric field can be 
decomposed into two components: across the stripe Ex (left) and along the cell gap direction Ez 
(right). There is no electric field along the stripes (y-axis). The electric field is the strongest at the 
electrode edges but decreases quickly as the distance departs from the edge. Therefore, the 
droplet border bears the strongest dielectric force along the ITO stripes. 
Table 4.3: Properties of liquid-1 (L1: Glycerol, Sigma-Aldrich) and liquid-2 (L2: SantoLight™ Optical 
Fluids SL-5267, Santovac® Fluids). 
Material Dielectric constant Refractive index Density (g/cm
3
) Color 
L1 47 1.47 1.26 Clear 
L2 5 1.67 1.25 Clear 
In our experiments, two immiscible liquids Glycerol and SantoLight™ Optical Fluids 
SL-5267 are chosen as L1 and L2, respectively. Their properties are listed in Table 4.3. Since 
their densities match well, the gravity effect on shifting the droplet is minimized if the cell is 
vertically placed. Figure 4.27 shows the measured transmission spectra of the two liquids (~ 4 
mm thickness). At =1.55 µm, L1 is opaque while L2 is transparent. 
To prove concept, we prepared a liquid cell as depicted in Figure 4.25(a). A glass plate 
with interdigitated ITO stripes was adopted as the bottom substrate. The electrode width and gap 
are 100 µm and 20 µm; the same as those we used in simulation. The ITO surface was firstly 
spin-coated with a PI layer (~1 m thickness) and post baked at 270 C, followed by a Teflon 
layer (~1 m thickness). We chose Teflon AF solution grade 400S1-100-1 (from DuPont) 
because of its excellent hydrophobic and dielectric properties [104]. After post-baking at 330C 
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for 30 minutes, the Teflon layer was patterned with a 3.5-mm-diameter hole. The hole partially 
contacts with the electrode tips (Figure 4.25(c)). The area covered by Teflon exhibits a very low 
tension (~18 mN/m) at room temperature. While the surface tension of the PI surface (hole area) 
is relatively high (~40 mN/m). After that, a small amount of glycerol was dispensed into the hole. 
Once the droplet border met the Teflon surface, it formed a spherical shape with a minimal 
surface-to-volume ratio. Then SL-5267 filled the surrounding of the droplet. The diameter of the 
droplet aperture (the touching area on the bottom glass plate) was controlled to be ~4.5 mm. 
Another glass plate was used as top substrate to cover the two liquids. The cell gap was 
controlled to be ~5 mm using glass spacers, and the periphery of the cell was hermetically sealed 
by adhesive glue. Such a distance is safe to prevent the dome of the droplet from touching the 
top glass plate. 
 
Figure 4.27: Measured transmission spectra of Glycerol and optical fluids (SL-5267) from 500 nm 
to 2000 nm. The thickness of each liquid is ~4 mm 
To study the electro-optical properties of the droplet, we observed the cell using an 
optical microscope. Because the droplet size is fairly large, the microscope cannot focus well on 
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the entire droplet. At V=0, when focusing on the dome area of the droplet we observed a large 
bright spot (dome) surrounded by a black border (Figure 4.28(a)). As the voltage is gradually 
increased to 35 Vrms, the bright spot begins to shift along the ITO stripes, implying that the whole 
droplet shifts along ITO stripes. At 45 Vrms, the shifting of the droplet becomes more noticeable 
(Figure 4.28(b)). When the voltage is increased to 60 Vrms, the droplet shifts dramatically (Figure 
4.28 (c)). Upon removing the voltage, the droplet returns to its original state. 
 
Figure 4.28: The position change of glycerol droplet at different voltages: (a) V=0, (b) V=45   
Vrms, and (c) V=60 Vrms. The diameter of the droplet is ~4.5 mm. 
According to the simulation results shown in Figure 4.26, at V=100Vrms the peak electric 
field reaches as high as 8Vrms/m at the ITO edges. Nevertheless, such strong field only 
distributes in the PI layer, whereas the field exerted on the glycerol droplet is relatively weak. 
The glycerol has a purity of >99.5% and the ionic impurity moving into the surrounding oil can 
be neglected. Besides, both PI layer and Teflon layer help to prevent the carrier injection into the 
cell. The breakdown field strength of a typical Teflon layer is ~600-1730 kV/cm, and that of a 
typical PI layer is ~1.3-3.3 MV/cm [131] [132,133]. Last but not least, AC rather than DC 
voltage operation also helps to suppress the charge effect. Therefore, even driven at 100 Vrms our 
device reproduces the droplet movement very well, as shown in the video. 
Next, we evaluated the droplet’s performance as an IR light switch at 1.55m. Figure 
4.29(a) depicts a simple set-up for characterizing the electro-optical properties. The cell was 
(a) (b) (c) 
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placed in vertical position. A laser beam (LAS DFB-1550-6, =1.55 m, Laser Max) was 
normally incident upon the ITO electrode area and close to the border of the droplet at V=0. The 
diameter of the laser beam was controlled to be ~4 mm by an iris diaphragm, slightly smaller 
than that of the glycerol droplet. The transmitted light intensity was detected by a photodiode. At 
V=0 (the left sub-fiure), the laser beam passed through the region filled with SL-5267, and the 
transmitted intensity was the highest. At V=V1 (the right), the droplet shifted upward and 
blocked the laser beam. Figure 4.29(b) shows the transmitted light intensity at various voltages. 
At V=35 Vrms, the light intensity starts to decrease, implying that the droplet begins to block the 
laser beam. At V=100 Vrms, the light intensity is significantly decreased because the droplet 
almost blocks the incident laser beam. The measured contrast ratio exceeds ~95:1. The contrast 
ratio would be improved dramatically if the droplet could fully block the incident beam.  
 
Figure 4.29: Electro-optical characteristics of the IR switch at =1.55 m. (a) A simple set-up, (b) 
intensity change vs. voltage, and (c) intensity change vs. time. 
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Response time is an important parameter for an optical switch. To measure response time, 
we applied a square voltage pulse with 100 Vrms amplitude to the cell and recorded the time-
dependent light transmission by a digital oscilloscope. Results are shown in Figure 4.29(c). The 
cycle driving with two periods shows that the dynamic switching of the droplet repeats very well. 
It takes ~80 ms for the droplet to largely block the laser beam and ~200 ms to return to its 
original place. Although the glycerol droplet switches the 1.55-µm laser beam by absorption, the 
heating effect is negligible because the laser power is weak (~4.5 mW). Moreover, the generated 
heat would be dissipated by the surrounding oil and the glass. Therefore, thermal effect is not a 
concern in our device. The power consumption of the device is less than ~1 mW under 1.5 kHz, 
while that of a typical electrowetting device is ~1W. This implies that our dielectric device 
exhibits much smaller current and fewer ions compared to electrowetting devices, further 
indicating that our device works well without the concern of charge effect. 
From Figure 4.25(a), the droplet’s aperture can be easily scaled up for different 
applications. Since the generated fringing field is independent of the cell gap, the operating 
voltage is insensitive to the droplet size. Although the employed ITO electrode gap is relatively 
wide (20 m), the droplet still shifts very well. To lower the operating voltage while keeping the 
desired electric field distribution, we could decrease the electrode gap to 5-10 m as used in 
display devices.  
In our device, the two liquids have almost the same density and the droplet is firmly 
anchored to the hole surface at V=0. As a result, even if the cell is placed in vertical direction, 
the droplet shape will not be deformed by the gravity effect. In the actuated state, the droplet 
experiences both dielectric force and interfacial tensions which assures good mechanical stability 
against shocks and vibrations. Although our device works very well at 1.55 m, this device 
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concept can be extended to mid-wavelength IR [134] and long-wavelength IR [135] by choosing 
proper liquids in the desired spectral region. Different from a liquid lens [25,28,39], our device 
no longer depends on the refractive index difference, droplet profile, and shape distortion. 
Therefore, its electro-optical performances, such as response time, can be easily improved by 
only considering a few criteria, e.g., viscosity and interfacial tensions. Compared to other fluidic 
devices, our IR switch can also work in reflective mode if the inner surface of the top glass 
substrate is coated with a reflector. Therefore, wide spread application of this device concept in 
various optical communication systems is foreseeable. 
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have demonstrated a single-pixel display (black/white, red/black, 
white/blue) based on dielectric effect-induced light channel. Its operating voltage is relatively 
low and the dynamic response is reasonably fast.  Such a new display does not need any 
polarizer and color filter. Thus, its optical efficiency is high. For the cell with a 130-μm-aperture 
droplet and 100-μm gap, its contrast ratio is ~10:1. At V=45 Vrms square-wave bursts, the rise 
time and decay time is measured as ~18 ms and ~32 ms, respectively. Contrast ratio can be 
further improved if a high optical density isotropic liquid is employed. To achieve a wide 
viewing angle and high optical efficiency, an extra turning film and a microlens array are 
required in the integration with a conventional edge-lit backlight.   
To overcome the problems of a single-pixel display based dielectric effect-induced light 
channel, we have demonstrated a color (black, red, blue) display based on voltage-stretchable LC 
droplet. For the cell with an 800-µm-aperture droplet and 420-µm-gap, it has a ~67% aperture 
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ratio and ~83:1 contrast ratio at 60 Vrms (500 Hz). The corresponding travel speeds are estimated 
to be ~6.1 mm/s and ~3.2 mm/s. respectively. A simple 1×6 color pixel array was also 
demonstrated. Increasing dye concentration would improve contrast ratio but the transmittance is 
sacrificed. The operating voltage can be lowered by using interdigitated ITO electrodes with a 
smaller striped gap. And aperture ratio can be enlarged by a zigzag striped electrode. 
Surrounding liquid with low viscosity helps to improve the travel speed. To achieve a full color 
display, we need to adopt green dopant that is dissolvable in the LC droplet but immiscible with 
the surrounding liquid. Furthermore, using the same structure and the materials without dye 
clusters, we have demonstrated a variable optical attenuator based on dielectrically stretched LC 
droplet is demonstrated. The stretched surface of the LC droplet forces the incident beam to 
deflect and decouple with the output SMF. Such a VOA provides competitive features like 
simple fabrication, broadband operation over C-Band, low insertion loss (~0.7 dB), large 
dynamic range (~32 dB), small PDL (~0.3d B), and low power consumption (~mW). The 
relatively low operating voltage (~40Vrms) and reasonably fast switching time (~20ms) make it 
promising for various applications. 
In an optical switch based on voltage-stretchable LC droplet, largely stretching the 
surface of a droplet will causes two problems: high operating voltage due to the large stretching, 
and slow response due to the long distance travel. So we have demonstrated an optical switch 
based on variable aperture and light transmittance is controlled by changing the aperture size of 
the pixel. The pixel is confined by a hole-patterned polymer wall and a dielectric liquid (LC) 
forms a ring shape around the wall surface. At V=0, the pixel has the largest aperture. When the 
voltage is high enough, instead of being stretched in one direction, the LC is stretched radially 
toward the center of the pixel by the dielectric force, leading to a decrease in the aperture size. 
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The filled LC occupies ~20% of its chamber space. To ensure the stretched liquid can safely 
return to its original state with fast response time, the stretched surface should not totally cover 
its aperture. In our demo, the response time of the pixel is ~10 ms and the aperture ratio is over 
80%. For optical switch and display applications, a pixel array is required. The device based on 
our proposed cell structure has the key features of polarization insensitive, fast response, simple 
fabrication, and good mechanical stability.  
With rapid development in optical communications, IR light switch has become a key 
component for regulating the optical power in an optical system. We have demonstrated a simple 
IR light switch with a glycerol droplet actuated by a fringing field. For a 4.5-mm-diameter 
droplet, the measured contrast ratio is over 95:1 in transmissive mode and recovering time is 
~200 ms at 100 Vrms. The glycerol droplet is surrounded by density-matching oil, therefore the 
gravity effect is minimized and the device is mechanically stable against shocks and vibrations. 
Reflective mode can also be configured by coating a reflective material on the inner surface of 
the top glass substrate. Our device has advantages in scalable switching area, good optical 
performance, and good mechanical stability. Potential applications for optical fiber switch, IR 
shutter, attenuators and filters are foreseeable. 
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CHAPTER 5 SUMMARY 
In this dissertation, we demonstrate optical fluid-based photonic and display devices, and 
then investigate their working principles as well as electro-optic properties. 
In Chapter 2, we demonstrate a membrane-encapsulated liquid lens actuated by a photo-
sensitive polymer. This approach paves a way to achieve non-mechanical driving, easy 
integration with other optical components and compactness. A mechanical-wetting lens is also 
developed for IR applications. The concept can be extended to middle and long IR if proper 
liquids are employed. 
Dielectric liquid lenses are attractive for their high optical performances and voltage 
switchable focal lengths. In Chapter 3, we demonstrate a dielectric liquid microlens with well-
shaped electrode to fix the microlens position and lower the operating voltage. To widen the 
dynamic range, we demonstrate an approach to enable focus tuning from negative to positive or 
vice versa in a single dielectric lens without any moving part. The possibility of fabricating 
microlens arrays with different aperture and density using a simple method is also proposed. 
Besides describing device structure and proving concept through experiments, we also study the 
fundamental electro-optic characteristics of dielectric liquid droplets. Our results will help 
optimize the lens performances by considering the impact of operating voltage, frequency and 
droplet size. 
Besides dielectric liquid lenses, we also demonstrate several optical switches based on 
DEP effect in Chapter 4. Examples include optical switch based on voltage-stretchable LC 
droplet, variable aperture or position-shifting droplet. They work in the visible range or near IR 
range. Polarizer-free and color filter-free displays based on DEP effect are also discussed. 
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Simple fabrication, low power consumption, polarization independence, relatively low operating 
voltage as well as reasonable fast switching time make them promising for various applications. 
This work will make an important impact to advancing the state-of-the-art in optical 
fluid-based photonic and display devices. 
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